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garage vith the living area above the garage. 

APPELLANTS: William & Mary Lee Rourke 
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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

The staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that 
a substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has 
been filed. The appellants raise a variety of issue related to the geologic 
stability of the site and the adequacy of the soils/geologic investigation 
report prepared for the project. Staff believes that the report does not 
provide adequate information to satisfy the requirements of the LCP. Of 
particular importance is the lack of a verifiable bluff retreat rate. Without 
such a rate, it is impossible to determine whether the narrow 20-foot setback 
from the 250-foot-high bluff recommended for the house will be adequate to 
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assure the safety of the development. Consequently, staff believes the 
project raises a substantial issue not only with regard to whether the 
soils/geologic investigation satisfies the information requirements of the LCP 
policies, but as to whether the development will assure the geologic stability 
and structural integrity of the project for its expected economic life as 
required by the geologic hazard policies of the LCP. 

The Motion to adopt the Staff Recommendation for finding a Substantial Issue 
is found on Page 3. 

STAFF NOTE: 

After certification of Local Coastal Programs (LCPs), the Coastal Act provides 
for limited appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government 
actions on coastal development permits (Coastal Act Section 30603.) 

Section 30603 states that an action taken by a local government on a coastal 
development permit application may be appealed to the Commission for certain 
kinds of developments, including developments located within certain 
geographic appeal areas, such as those located between the sea and the first 
public road paralleling the sea or within three hundred feet of the mean high 
tide line or inland extent of any beach or top of the seaward face of a 
coastal bluff. Furthermore, developments approved by counties may be appealed 
if they are not designated the 11 principal permitted use .. under the certified 
LCP. Finally, developments which constitute major public works or major 
energy faci 1 i ties may be appea 1 ed, whether approv.ed or denied by the city or 
county. The grounds for an appeal are limited to an allegation that the 
development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified local 
coastal program or the public access policies set forth in the Coastal Act. 

The subject development is appealable to the Commission because the proposed 
inn is located between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea. 

Section 30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to hear an appeal 
unless the Commission determines that no substantial issue is raised by the 
appeal. Proponents and opponents will have three minutes per side to address 
whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. It takes a majority of 
Commissioners present to find that no substantial issue is raised. Un1ess it 
is determined that there is no substantial issue, the Commission would proceed 
to a full public hearing on the merits of the project, which may occur at a 
subsequent meeting. If the Commission were to conduct a de novo hearing on 
the permit application. because the proposed development is between the first 
road and the sea, the applicable test for the Commission to consider would be 
whether the deve 1 opment 1 s ·in conformity with the certified Loca 1 Coast a 1 
Program and with the public access and public recreation policies of the 
Coastal Act. 

.. 
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The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial 
issue question are the applicant, persons who made their views known before 
the local government (or their representatives), and the local government. 
Testimony from other persons regarding substantial issue must be submitted in 
writing. 

I. STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

The staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue 
exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeals have been filed. 
Staff recommends a NO vote on the following motion: 

MOTION: 

I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-1-HUM-96-58 
raises NO substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the 
appeals have been filed. 

To pass the motion, a majority of the Commissioners present is required. 
Approval of the motion means that the County permit is valid. 

II. Findings and Declarations. 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. APPELLANTS' CONTENTIONS 

The Commission received an appeal for this project from William 8. & Mary Lee 
Rourke, who live across the street from the proposed development. The Rourkes 
raise a variety of issues related to the geologic stability of the site and 
the potential for the house, as proposed, to contribute to geologic 
instability. 

The appellants submitted a lengthy attachment to their appeal form, discussing 
their concerns. The appellants also subsequently submitted two additional 
letters received in the Commission office on September 27, 1996 and October 
11. 1996, providing more elaboration on their concerns. The attachment to the 
appeal form and the two letters are included as Exhibit No. 6 of this report, 
and the concerns raised in these documents are summarized below. 

The appellants contentions involve the following issue areas: 

1. The Proposed Development Will Contribute to Erosion and Geologic 
Instabi 1 i ty. . 

The appellants contend that grading of the lot for the foundation fo the 
proposed house, and placement of the proposed house on the site will 
contribute significantly to erosion and the substantial weight of the 
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proposed two-story building will contribute to geologic instability that 
could undermine not only the house itself, but ~he street and the sewer 
line running underneath the street, inconsistent with Section 30253 of 
the Coastal Act, which has been enacted as County policy within the 
South Coast Area Plan portion of the Humboldt County LUP. Section 30235 
states in applicable part that "New development shall minimize risks to 
life and property in areas of high geologic ... hazard, assure stability 
and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the 
site or surrounding areas .•. " 

2. Inadequate Soil Engineering and Geological Engineering Investigation. 

The appellants contend that the soil engineering and geological 
investigation report of conditions at the project site performed by the 
applicants' civil engineer is inadequate in that the information 
provided in the report is not sufficient and is not accurate enough to 
meet the requirements for such reports specified in LUP Policy 
3.28(8)(1). Some of the alleged deficiencies of the report cited by the 
appellant include the following: 

a. The reports do not include adequate descriptions of the 
substrata underlying the site nor mention the surface 
manifestation of the San Andreas fault line two blocks away from 
the site; 

b. The reports do not describe and analyze available evidence of 
slump erosion and seacliff failure on adjacent and nearby 
property; 

c. The reports fail to address the potential effects of seismic 
forces resulting from a maximum credible earthquake, which is of 
particular significance given that the appellants' house across 
the street from the proposed development was destroyed by the 
April 1992 earthquakes that hit the region; 

d. The reports fail to address the off-site impacts of the 
development, including the potential to undermine the street and 
the sewer line running underneath the street, and do not detail 
mitigation measures for such impacts or alternative solutions; 

e. The reports fail to reference any currently acceptable 
engineering stability analysis method used in the evaluation, 
and describe the degree of uncertainty of analytical results due 
to assumptions and unknowns. 

f. The reports prepared by the applicants' civil engineer does not 
constitute a geological investigation prepared by a geologist. 
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g. The reports prepared by the applicants civil engineer contain a 
number of inaccurate statements and contradictions that call 
into question the legitimacy of its findings and recommendations. 

3. Failure to Maintain a Setback Equivalent to the Area of Demonstration in 
an Area of Known High Instability. 

The appellants contend that siting the house 20 feet from the bluff edge 
as proposed will not maintain a bluff setback equivalent to the "area of 
demonstration 11 in an area of known high instability. As the appellants 
contend that the soil and geologic engineering investigation has not 
demonstrated that the development will assure the stability and 
structural integrity of the project, the appellants contend the proposed 
development is inconsistent with Policy 3.28B(2) of the South Coast Area 
Plan which requires that new development not be located in the area of 
demonstration unless a soil and geologic engineering investigation 
report demonstrates that development within the area of demonstration 
will assure the stability and structural integrity of the project for 
its expected economic life. 

B. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION 

The Humboldt County Planning Commission held a public hearing on the proposed 
development and approved the project on August 8, 1996. In approving the 
project. the Planning Commission imposed nine special conditions. The 
County's final conditions of approval and findings are included as Exhibit 
No. 5. 

The conditions address a variety of requirements including requirements that 
the applicant construct two required on-site parking spaces and connect to the 
public water system prior to occupancy, that fire resistant construction 
design be maintained, and that the proposed landscaping, outdoor lighting, and 
metal flashing meet certain requirements. Of particular relevance to the 
grounds for the appeal filed with the Coastal Commission are Conditions 2 and 
3. These two conditions require in part, the following: 

Condition 2: 

Condition 3: 

" ... the recommendations of the R-2 Geotechnical Report 
for the subject parcel shall be fully integrated into 
the building/construction plans submitted to the 
Building Inspection Division." 

11 Prior to occupancy, a written certification shall 
be submitted to the Building Inspection Division for 
inclusion in the project file ... indicating that the 
development authorized by this Coastal Development 
Permit has implemented all fo the applicable 
recommendations of the R-2 report. This statement 
may be prepared by A.M. Baird Engineering & 
Surveying ... or another qualified consultant ..• 11 
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The recommendations of the R-2 report that must be implemented pursuant to 
Conditions 2 and 3 are on page sheet 5 of Exhibit No. 7 of this report 
(Soils/Geologic Investigation). Summarizing from the R-2 report, the major 
recommendations of the R-2 report include: (a) directing roof runoff and 
surface runoff away from the foundations to an off-site location; (b) 
installing any fill or cutbanks in conformance with the Uniform Building Code 
and revegetating such features as soon as practical and prior to fall rains to 
prevent erosion; (c) utilizing conventional spread footings and foundation 
walls in the design of the structure provided the requirements of the Uniform 
Building Code are adhered to; and (d) maintaining a 20-foot setback from the 
bluff edge. 

The approval of the Planning Commission was not appealed to the Board of 
Supervisors by the Rourkes or anyone else. However, Section 13573 of the 
California Code of Regulations states that exhaustion of all local appeals 
shall not be required if the local government jurisdiction charges an appeal 
fee for the filing or processing of appeals. In this case, Humboldt County 
does charge an appeal fee, and so this appeal may properly be processed by the 
Coastal Commission. 

The County provided appropriate notice of its final action to the Commission 
and the County's action on the coastal development permit was considered final 
as of August 22, 1996 .• The local decision was appealed to this Commission by 
William & Mary Lee Rourke. The appeal was received in the Commission office 
on September 6, 1996, within the 10 working day appeal period. 

C. PROJECT SETTING AND DESCRIPTION. 

The proposed project consists of the developmen~ of a single-family residence 
at 40 Ridgeview Circle, in the Shelter Cove area of Humboldt County (see 
Exhibits 1-3>. 

Shelter Cove is located in southern Humboldt County along the Lost Coast 
between the King Range National Conservation Area and Sinkyone Wilderness 
State Park, about 25 miles west of Garberville. The Shelter Cove subdivision 
was created in 1965, prior to passage of the Coastal Initiative. The 
subdivision occupies a coastal terrace that forms Point Delgada and extends 
inland and north of the terrace into the coastal mountains of the King Range. 

The project site is located north of the terrace on an approximately 250-foot 
-high bluff above the ocean. The 0.13-acre bluff top parcel slopes up from 
the street before leveling off and dropping precipitously at an average 70"1.. 
slope down the face of the bluff towards the ocean. The site is vegetated but 
contains no known environmentally sensitive species. 

The proposed single-family residence will be a 1,245-sq-ft house with one 
bedroom an attached 2-car garage (see Exhibit 4). The living area will be 
located above the garage. The small lot limits siting options for the house. 
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As proposed, the 32.5-foot-wide by 26.5-foot-deep house will .be set back 12 
feet from the pavement of Ridgeview Circle Drive and 20 feet from the edge of 
the bluff. 

The property is situated in a partially developed residential neighborhood and 
is designated and zoned in the LCP for low density residential use. 

D. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS. 

1. Valid Grounds for an Appeal. 

Section 30603(b)(l) of the Coastal Act states: 

The grounds for an appeal pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be limited 
to an allegation that the development does not conform to the standards 
set forth in the certified local coastal program or the public access 
policies set forth in this division. 

The contentions raised in the appeal present potentially valid grounds for 
appeal in that they allege the project•s inconsistency with policies of the 
certified LCP. The appellants appeal includes substantial discussion of how 
they believe their concerns about the project establish inconsistencies with 
LUP policy 3.28 and Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. As have most other 
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. this Coastal Act policy has been 
enacted as County policy within the LUP, and is thus a policy of the certified 
LCP. 

Public Resources Code section 30625(b) states that the Commission shall hear 
an appeal unless it determines: 

11 With respect to appeals to the commission after certification of a 
local coastal program, that no substantial issue exists with respect to 
the grounds on which an appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603. 11 

As discussed above. the grounds for an appeal identified in section 30603 
concern whether the challenged development conforms to the standards in the 
LCP and the public access policies found in the Coastal Act. The term 
substantial issue is not defined in the Coastal Act. The Commission•s 
regulations simply indicate that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it 
.. finds that the appeal raises no significant question." (Cal.Code Regs .• tit. 
14, section 13115(b).) 

The appellants have submitted a lengthy analysis as part of their appeal (see 
Exhibit No. 6) that raises numerous specific points which the appellants 
believe demonstrate that the project as approved by Humboldt County is 
inconsistent with the certified Humboldt County LCP. All of these points 
relate to the geologic stability of the site and the potential for the 
proposed development to contribute to geologic hazards. Although the 
Commission does not necessarily agree with all of the points raised by the 
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appellants, the Commission finds that a substantial issue exists with regard 
to the project•s conformance with the certified Humboldt County LCP, with 
respect to the area of concern raised by the appellant, as discussed below. 

2. Relevant LCP Policies. 

The applicable LUP policies on geologic hazards are found in the South Coast 
Area Plan, the LUP segment that includes the Shelter Cove Area. These 
policies also refer to use of specific portions of the Humboldt County Safety 
and Seismic Safety element of the General Plan, portions of which are 
considered to be part of the certified LCP. The policies are listed in total 
in Ex hi bit 10. 

The principal policies include: (a) Section 30253 of the Coastal Act, enacted 
as County Policy in the LUP, (b) LUP Policies 3.28(A) and 3.28(8)(1), and (c) 
LUP Policy 3.28(8)(2) 

(a) Section 30253. Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states in 
applicable part: 

New development shall .•• minimize risk to life and property in areas 
of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard, •.• assure stability and 
structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of 
the site or surrounding areas or in any way require the construction 
of protective devices ..... 

(b) LUP Policy 3.28(A) and 3.28(8)(1). These policies establish a 
requirement that soil engineering and geological engineering 
investigation reports be prepared by registered geologists or 
certain kinds of engineers for new development within certain 
hazardous areas, including seismic shaking hazard zones, landslide 
zones, and liquefaction zones. These reports must consider, 
describe and analyze a variety of specific information about the 
project site and the proposed development. Besides requiring 
certain specified information, Policy 3.28(8)(1) also sets certain 
development standards including a standard that, 11 The developments 
permitted in the hazard areas shall be sited and designed to assure 
stability and structural integrity for their expected economic 
lifespans •.. Bluff and cliff developments •.• shall not create or 
contribute significantly to problems of erosion or geologic 
instability on the site or on surrounding geologically hazardous 
areas. 

(c) LUP Policy 3.28(8)(2). This policy also establishes certain 
development standards stating the following: 
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New development on ocean front lots shall maintain a minimum 
structural setback defined as the area of demonstration, unless 
a report prepared consistent with the provisions of Appendix 
Chapter 70, Section 7006 of the Uniform Building Code, as 
amended above, demonstrates that development at alternative site 
will assure the stability and structural integrity of the 
project for its expected economic life. 

The policies are generally aimed at minimizing the geologic hazard impacts 
associated with new development. With regard to development proposed on the 
tops of eroding bluffs or cliffs, such as the house proposed by the 
applicants, the primary approach set forth in the above-described LUP policies 
for minimizing the hazard of coastal erosion is to require an adequate setback 
for any new development. By maintaining a sufficient setback, natural erosion 
can continue without the need for protective devices and the development will 
remain safe. The setback will vary from location to location. depending on 
the rate of erosion. and the expected lifetime of the proposed structures. 
For example, if the expected lifetime of a house is 75 years, the LUP policies 
would require that the house be setback behind a line delineating the future 
bluff edge resulting from 75 years of erosion. The method depends on the 
establishment by qualified experts of a long term erosion rate for the 
specific site based on the erosional history of the site and existing geologic 
conditions. This approach is the same approach that the Commission has 
followed when reviewing bluff top development within its own permit 
jurisdiction. 

3. Discussion. 

Broadly categorized, the appellants' contentions can be broken down into three 
general areas of concern. These three areas of concern are: 

1. The soil engineering and geologic engineering investigation 
prepared for the site does not provide sufficient information to 
satisfy the requirements of Policy 3.28(B)(l) of the South Coast 
Area Plan (the applicable LUP for this site); 

2. The required soil engineering and geologic engineering 
investigation prepared for the site does not demonstrate that 
the development will assure the stability and structural 
integrity of the project for its expected economic life as 
required by Policy 3.28(8)(2); and 

3. It has not been demonstrated that the proposed development will 
minimize risks to life and property in areas of high 
geologic ... hazard, assure stability and structural integrity, 
and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion, 
geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding 
areas .... " as required by Section 30253 of the Coast a 1 Act. 
incorporated into the Humboldt County LCP as County policy. 
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The Commission finds that the first two general areas of concern raised by the 
appellants do raise a substantial issue with regard to the project's 
conformance with the certified Humboldt County LCP. These two general areas 
of concern raised by the applicant are discussed separately below. 

A. Inadeguate Soil Engineering and Geological Engineering Investigation. 

The appellants contend that the soil and geological investigation report 
prepared for the project by the applicants• civil engineer is inadequate in 
that the information provided is neither sufficient nor accurate enough to 
meet the requirements of LUP Policy 3.28(8)(1). The appellants set forth 
numerous specific points concerning alleged inadequacies of the report in 
their appeal (see Exhibit No. 6). 

The findings adopted by the County for the project mention that a geologic 
report dated August 10. 1995 has been prepared for the subject parcel by Allan 
M. Baird, and that the report has been approved by the Building Inspections 
Division. The findings also make reference to a May 16, 1996 addendum to the 
report which was written in response to a request by County staff that the 
report address the required setback defined as the 11Area of Demonstration .. in 
the LUP. The County Planning Commission was provided a supplemental 
information packet by County staff that included a copy of the soils/geologic 
investigation report. the addendum, and a copy of a letter from A.M. Baird 
Engineering dated June 17, 1996 describing the extent of excavation proposed. 
A copy of the supplemental information packet containing all of the 
soils/geologic information for the project considered by the Planning 
Commission is attached as Exhibit No. 7 of this report. 

As the County approved the coastal development permit in part, on the basis 
that the project is consistent with the certified LCP, the County apparently 
determined that the soils/geologic engineering investigation prepared for the 
project is consistent with the information requirements of Policy 3.28(B)(l). 
However, the County findings do not discuss at all the specific conformance of 
the soils/geologic report prepared for the project by the applicants's 
engineer with the requirements of Policy 3.28(B)(l) of the LUP, except to say 
that the report was approved by the Building Inspections Division. Thus, the 
County has not demonstrated why it believes the soils/geologic engineering 
inve~tigation work performed for the project meets the requirements of Policy 
3.28(B)(l). 

After examining the soils/geologic engineering investigation work available to 
the County Planning Commission and additional information submitted by the 
appellants and applicants, the Coastal Commission finds that in several 
respects, the soils/geologic investigation prepared for the project does not 
provide all of the information called for in LUP Policy 3.28(B)(1). The 
information provided fails to meet the requirements of the policy in the two 
principal ways discussed below. 
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i. Inadeauate Examination of Cliff Geometry and Site Topography Pursuant to 
LUP Policy 3.28(8)(1)(a) 

Subsection (a) of Policy 3.28(8)(1) states that the report prepared for the 
required soil engineering and geologic investigations should consider, 
describe. and analyze 11Cliff geometry and site topography, extending the 
surveying work beyond the site as needed to predict unusual geomorphic 
conditions that might affect the site ... 

The extent of the information in the soils/geologic investigation report 
materials that address cliff geometry and site topography consist of the 
following. The report includes a 9-line 11 Site Descriptionu that includes a 
general written description of how the parcel slopes up from the street at a 
5% slope before dropping down sharply for approximately 200 feet to the ocean 
(see sheets 3 and 4 of Exhibit No. 7). The supplementary letter of May 16, 
1996 adds that the slope to the ocean is, on average, 70% (see second 
paragraph of page 12 of Exhibit 7). An exhibit attached to the original 
report shows the lot lines and includes a line dividing the parcel roughly in 
half identified as 11 Edge of Steep Bank, 11 and continuing a note for the 
landward half of the parcel indicating 11 5% to 10% slope (see sheet 7 of 
Exhibit 7). 

The minimal information described above does not provide basic information 
necessary to evaluate the cliff geometry and site topography as called for in 
LUP Policy 3.28(8)(1). Nowhere does the submitted information include a basic 
topographic map of the site at a scale that would be useful for analysis. In 
addition, the report fails to include a basic cross section of the lot and its 
ocean bluff. Such a cross section would depict the toe of the bluff, the 
slope profile of the bluff, and the bluff top where the building site is to 
convey basic information useful for evaluating bluff retreat. Such diagrams 
are typically provided in geologic reports. 

ii. Inadequate Analysis of Seacliff Erosion Pursuant to LUP Policy 
3.28(B)(l)(b) and (h) 

Subsections (b) and (h) of Policy 3.28(8)(1) require that the soil engineering 
and geologic investigation report should consider, describe, and analyze cliff 
erosion, both due to marine erosion, as required by subsection (h), and other 
forces as required by subsection (b). As noted previously, the determination 
of cliff or bluff erosion rates is critical to the primary approach set forth 
in the LCP hazard policies for minimizing the hazard of coastal erosion 
associated with bluff top development by requiring an adequate setback for any 
new development. In order for the setback to be sufficient 11 to assure the 
stability and structural integrity of the project for its expected economic 
life 11 as required by Policy 3.28(8)(2), a realistic setback based on a site 
specific appraisal of the cliff or bluff erosion rates is critical. 

The initial report prepared for the project notes that 11 from published 
reports, the average rate of bluff retreat in the area appears to be on the 
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order of less than twenty feet in the past fifty years or so," <see sheet 4 of 
Exhibit No. 7) Included under Conclusion and Recommendation (6) of the 
report, is the recommendation that 11 no structure should be placed within 20 
feet of the edge of the steep slope facing the Pacific Ocean, 11 (see sheet 6 of 
Exhibit No. 7). 

No Usable Bluff Retreat Rate Provided. The conclusions of the 
soils/geologic investigation about cliff retreat do not present an actual rate 
from which it is possible to determine a suitable setback for the expected 
economic life of the project. The LUP does not contain a policy specifying 
what the expected economic life of a house should be. However, economic 
lifespans of 100 years are often used by coastal communities around the 
country and the Commission has historically considered 75 years to be the 
normal economic lifespan of a house. The conclusion about bluff retreat given 
by the geologic/soils report only looks at bluff retreat rate over the past 50 
years, without explicitly making a projection for the future. Even if this 
conclusion is meant to imply that only 20 feet can be expected over the next 
50 years, this amount of time is well short of what most people would consider 
the normal economic lifespan of a house. This implication could be 
interpreted as suggesting that the house as proposed, 20 feet from the bluff 
edge, could be undermined by erosion in 51 years or it might be interpreted as 
suggesting the house might never be undermined by erosion. Thus, the 
information provided on bluff retreat is inadequate to allow the substantive 
requirements of the LUP policies requiring that new development assure the 
stability and structural integrity of the project for its expected life to be 
addressed. 

Conclusions About Bluff Retreat Not Supported by Evidence Presented. 
Besides failing to provide an actual bluff retreat rate necessary for applying 
LUP Policy 3.28(B)(2), the conclusion about bluff retreat is not supported in 
the material provided and does not appear to be site specific. 

The report does not provide any direct evidence to substantiate the conclusion 
that the bluffs have eroded less than 20 feet over 50 years. Later, in the 
letter to the County staff dated May 16, 1996, (see sheet 13 of Exhibit 7) the 
engineer indicates that the conclusion is based on (a) .. evaluations of old 
maps and surveys dating back to 1871 and analysis of aerial photographs .. taken 
between 1941 and 1988, and (b) an investigation by Tuttle in 1992 of coastline 
retreat at Shelter Cove. However. none of the old maps, surveys, aerial 
photographs, are identified, and none of these materials nor the Tuttle 
investigation referred to is included for review. Thus, it is impossible to 
verify the conclusions reached. 

In a letter to the Coastal Commission dated October 10, 1996, Allan M Baird 
indicates that at the time he prepared his report, he reviewed a Geologic 
Hazard Report that was created for the development of a house on a lot 
immediately north of the Johnson lot and that he is in total agreement with 
the conclusions reached (see sheet 12 of Exhibit No. 8). The geologic hazard 
report is prepared by Cooksley Geoscience, Inc. and was forwarded to the 
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Commission along with Mr~ Baird's October 10. 1996 letter as part of the 
applicants' response to the appeal. The Cooksley report is contained in 
sheets 13 through 37 of Exhibit No. 8. Neither the Cooksley report or Mr. 
Baird's letter of October 10 was included in the record considered by the 
Humboldt County Planning Commission when they acted on the project. 

Cooksley Report Does Not Establish a Bluff Retreat Rate for Johnson 
Lot. Whether or not the the Cooksley Report is properly considered part of 
the record. it also does not provide a bluff retreat rate useful for the 
Johnson lot for a variety of reasons. First. Page 5 of the report (sheet 20 
of Exhibit No. 8) expressly states that the authors are only responsible for 
the conclusions and opinions contained in the report "based on the data only 
to this specific project and site ..• 11 Thus, the Cooksley report is not 
intended by the author to provide conclusions for the Johnson lot. 

Second, the report was prepared over 6 years ago, in August of 1990. Most 
geologic reports are not considered reliable if they are older than several 
years. The age of the Cooksley report is particularly relevant given that the 
report was prepared prior to the April 1992 Humboldt County earthquakes. The 
largest of these earthquakes registered 7.1 on the Richter scale and caused 
extensive damage in southern Humboldt County. Of particular note is that the 
appellants. who live directly across the street from the Johnson home, 
indicate that their home was totally destroyed by the April 1992 earthquakes. 
Given that the Cooksley report itself indicates that seismically induced 
slope/bank failure, is one of the two major risk of potential geologic hazards 
with the Shelter Cove area (see page 6 of the Cooksley report, sheet 21 of 
Exhibit No. 8), the existing condition of the cliff may have changed since 
1990 when the Cooksley Report was prepared. 

The third reason the Cooksley Report does not establish a bluff retreat rate 
for the Johnson lot is that, like the Baird investigation, the Cooksley Report 
does not actually establish a bluff retreat rate. In fact, the. language used 
to address bluff retreat in the Cooksley Report is exactly the same as the 
language used in the Baird investigation. The Cooksley Report contains the 
same statement used by Baird that, "From published reports, the average rate 
of bluff retreat in the area appears to be on the order of less than twenty 
(20) feet in the past fifty (50) or so years ... " Thus, for the reasons 
described in relation to the inadequacy of the Baird Investigation bluff 
retreat conclusion, the Cooksley Report also does not provide a bluff retreat 
rate that can be used to predict cliff erosion at the site more than 50 years 
in the future. 

Fourth. the Cooksley Report. like the Baird investigation, also does not 
provide or identify supporting evidence that could be used to verify the 
conclusions on bluff retreat. 

Fifth, the discussion that is provided in the Cooksley report about bluff 
retreat suggests that the bluff retreat information provided is not site 
specific. As stated in its section on Bank/Slope Instability Hazards on page 
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21 of the report (see sheet 34 of Exhibit No. 8), the Cooksley Report 
describes two general forces affecting slope stability. These two forces 
include wave attack at the base of the bluffs and slumping and erosion of the 
marine terrace deposits higher up on the bluffs. Hith regard to the rate of 
erosion from wave attack, the Cooksley Report states the following: 

..... In several such studies done in the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area 
it has been concluded that discernible changes in location, or 
configuration, of the bedrock sea cliff in the area over the past fifty 
(50) or so years are not in evidence ...... 

Hith regard to the rate of bluff retreat associated with slumping material 
from above, the Cooksley Report states the following: 

..... From published reports, the average rate of bluff retreat in the 
area appears to be on the order of less than twenty (20) feet in the 
past fifty (50) or so years. In certain stretches along the coast, this 
rate has been far exceeded ..... 

It is apparent from both of the above statements that the Cooksley report 
relies on average retreat rates produced by others for the entire Shelter Cove 
area to draw its conclusions concerning bluff retreat at the subject 
property. The above statements include such references as 11 from published 
reports .. and 11 in several such studies. 11 Nowhere in the Cooksley report are 
there any indications that a site specific analysis of bluff retreat specific 
to the lot that was the subject of the report was performed. There is no 
reference to an analysis being performed by the authors of the Cooksley report 
of aerial photographs, historic maps and other evidence particular to the 
subject lot. The danger in relying on average retreat rates for the Shelter 
Cove area as a whole is that the topography and geology of the area around the 
Johnson lot is very different from much of Shelter Cove. 

Much of the Shelter cove shoreline is comprised of the shoreline around the 
flat coastal terrace that forms Point Delgada. In this area, the bluffs are 
relatively low, approximately 20 feet or less. As noted earlier, the subject 
property is located away from the terrace in a mountainous area to the north 
on a high bluff that is approximately 250 feet high. The Cooksley and Baird 
reports describe the underlying bedrock at Shelter Cove as the Franciscan 
Formation, which is described as a geologic formation that is very resistant 
to wave attack and other erosion. Along the shoreline of the coastal terrace 
at Point Delgada, this formation is overlain by only a few feet of other 
materials. Along the shoreline near Ridgeview Circle, where the subject 
property is located, the Cooksley report describes the Franciscan formation as 
being overlain by deep layers of material comprising three other formations, 
the Upper Shelter Cove Formation, the Shelter Cove Formation, and the Humboldt 
Creek Formation. The Cooksley report indicates that although the actual 
thicknesses of these other formations are not known, it is suspected that the 
Upper Shelter Cove Formation "is approximately ten (10) to twenty (20) plus or 
minus, 11 the Shelter Cove Formation is "greater than several tens of feet, .. and 
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the Humboldt Creek Formation is also "greater than several tens of feet." The 
Cooksley Report describes the Shelter Cover formation as 11 deposits formed by 
earth, mud and debris flOW 11 and the Humboldt Creek Formation as 11 a marine 
terrace deposit." Because of their composition, these formations are not as 
resistant to erosion as the Franciscan Formation. Thus, even if the 
underlying Franciscan Formation is effective at resisting wave attack, the 
less-resistant overlying formations would not be as effective at resisting 
erosion, whether from large wave run-up washing up the face of the bluffs, 
ocean spray attacking the bluffs, concentrated runoff discharging down the 
face of the bluff, seismically induced slumping, or some other erosional 
force. Thus, the cliff or bluff at the Johnson lot and surrounding areas has 
a much different topography and geologic structure than much of the Shelter 
Cove shoreline, and cliff retreat rate at this location could very likely be 
very different than the rate of retreat for Shelter Cove as a whole. 

Another source of information about bluff retreat at the Shelter Cove area 
suggests that cliff retreat in the vicinity of the project site is very II 
different than the rate of bluff retreat as whole at Shelter Cove. Exhibit 
shows a map of the shoreline in the vicinity of Shelter Cove derived from a 
figure contained in Living with the California Coast, edited by Gary Griggs 
and Lauret Savoy, published by Duke University Press in 1985. The geologists 
who wrote Living with the California Coast examined existing data about 
shoreline erosion and developed a series of maps delineating hazardous or 
potentially hazardous areas and existing erosion rates. The map for the 
Shelter Cove area, shown in Exhibit 11, shows a series of erosion rates. 
Around the coastal terrace upon which the Landing Strip is shown, erosion 
rates of 0 inches per year are shown. Further up the shoreline, in the 
vicinity of the Johnson lot, much greater erosion rates are shown. The 
nearest erosion rate given to the south of the Johnson lot is 8 inches per 
year. The nearest erosion rate given to the north of the Johnson lot shows 15 
inches per year. This information indicates there is variability in the 
shoreline erosion rates in the Shelter Cove area and suggests that shoreline 
erosion near the Johnson lot may be much higher than the minimal average 
erosion rates developed for Shelter Cove as a whole by others that are 
referred to in the Cooksley and Baird reports. Therefore, the lack of a 
shoreline erosion/cliff retreat rate specific to the Johnson lot calls into 
question the appropriateness of the 20-foot setback recommended in the Baird 
investigation for the Johnson lot. 

B. No Demonstration of Proiect Stability for Expected Economic Life. 

The appellants contend that that siting the house 20 feet from the bluff edge 
as proposed will not maintain a bluff setback equivalent to the 11 area of 
demonstration .. in an area of known high instability. As the appellants 
contend that the soil and geologic engineering investigation has not 
demonstrated that the development will assure the stability and structural 
integrity of the project, the appellants contend the proposed development is 
inconsistent with Policy 3.288(2) of the South Coast Area Plan which requires 
that new development not be located in the area of demonstration unless a soil 
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and geologic engineering investigation report demonstrates that development 
. within the area of demonstration will assure the stability and structural 
integrity of the project for its expected economic life. 

The 11 area of demonstration .. mentioned in Policy 3.28(B)(2) refers to the base, 
face, and top of the bluff or cliff. The extent of the bluff top considered 
to be within the area of demonstration includes all of the area between the 
face of the bluff and a line described on the bluff top by the intersection of 
a plane included at a 20 degree angle from horizontal passing through the toe 
of the bluff or cliff. In the case of the subject property, the entire lot is 
within the area of demonstration. Thus, pursuant to Policy 3.28(B}(2), the 
proposed home could not be approved unless a soil and geologic engineering 
investigation report demonstrates that development will assure the stability 
and structural fntegrity of the project for its expected economic life. 

As noted previously, the findings adopted by the County for the project do not 
discuss the adequacy of the Baird investigation in establishing a suitable 
bluff retreat rate. The County apparently accepted the conclusions of the 
Baird investigation with regard to bluff retreat at face value. Having done 
so, the County made the following finding with regard to the project's 
conformance with the development standard set forth by Policy 3.28(8)(2): 

.. In the addendum, Baird has mentioned that little erosion has taken 
place on the slope at the rear of the lot in the last 96 years 
demonstrating that the proposed development within the setback will 
assure stability and structural integrity of the project for its 
expected economic life." 

For the reasons discussed in detail above, the Commission ·finds that the 
soils/geologic investigation prepared for the project has not established a 
reliable cliff retreat rate. As discussed previously, without a reliable 
cliff retreat rate, it is impossible to establish how much of a setback from 
the bluff edge is needed to keep the proposed home from being undermined by 
cliff retreat during the lifetime of the house. In addition, the County did 
not consider what the expected economic life of the project is. As noted 
previously, many coastal communities around the country have considered 100 
years to be the expected economic life and in many permit decisions the 
Coastal Commission has made, the Coastal Commission has established 75 years 
as an appropriate expected economic life of a house. The conclusions about 

·bluff retreat made by the applicants• engineer implies that less than 20 feet 
of bluff retreat can be expected over the next 50 years. This implication 
suggests that the house as proposed, 20 feet from the bluff edge, could be 
undermined by erosion within 51 years. Thus even if the general conclusions 
drawn by the engineer about bluff retreat were accepted as establishing a 
reliable bluff retreat rate, it has not been demonstrated that the house will 
not be undermined by cliff retreat during what would generally be accepted as 
the expected economic life of the project. Therefore, the Commission finds 
that a substantial issue exists with regard to whether the project is 
consistent with Policy 3.28(8)(2) of the LUP. 
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c. Significance of Lack of Conformance to LCP Hazard Policies. 

The issues raised by the appellants and discussed above about whether the 
project is consistent with the LUP policies on geologic hazards are 
significant for a variety of reasons. 

The Humboldt County LUP policies mirror and expand upon the requirements of 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act, which state in applicable part that new 
development shall assure stability and structural integrity, and neighbor 
create nor contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or 
destruction of the site or surrounding areas. In fact. the LUP enacts Section 
30253 of the Coastal Act as County policy. Thus, the effective implementation 
of the geologic hazard policies of the LUP is essential to carry out the 
policy requirements of the Coastal Act. 

As stated in the Coastal Plan, submitted by the California Coastal Zone 
Conservation Commission to the state Legislature in 1975 to satisfy the 
requirements of the Coastal Initiative in 1972, "Development that interferes 
with or ignores •.. natural geologic processes may impose direct or indirect 
danger and costs on the public and accelerate or aggravate long-term natural 
geologic processes of the coast ... As an example of these costs, Griggs and 
Savoy in Living with the California Coast (1985 edition, pg 1) state that 
public and private losses due to shoreline erosion along the California 
coastline during severe storms occurring in 1978 amount to over $18 million. 
The authors state that such damage caused by the severe high tides and storm 
damage in the winter of 1983 inflicted over $100 million in damage to 
ocean-front property. 

The particular setting of the proposed project makes effective implementation 
of the geologic hazard policies especially important. The Cooksley report 
notes that the Point Delgada area where Shelter Cove is located has a high to 
very high level of risk of geologic hazard for development (pg 23, see sheet 
36 of Exhibit 23). The risk is due in part to the fact that the location is 
within one of the most seismically active parts of the state. As stated in 
the Cooksley report, 11 due to its proximal location relative to zones of major 
global tectonics, this portion of coastal northern California (the Point 
Delgada/Shelter Cove area) is seismically very active and susceptible to 
earthquakes of large magnitude which can produce significant ground shaking," 
(see pg 15, sheet 30 of Exhibit 8). This statement was bourne out in April of 
1992 when a series of earthquakes, include an earthquake measuring 7.1 on the 
Richter Scale rocked southern Humboldt County and destroyed a home directly 
across the street from the subject property. Besides being subjected to a 
high level of risk of seismic hazard which can cause, among other things, 
significant ground shaking and seismically induced bank/slope failure, the 
Cooksley report notes that the Point Delgada/Shelter Cover area is also 
subject to other kinds of slope/bank instability hazards and landsliding. In 
addition, the specific location of the subject property within the Shelter 
Cove area raises particular concern about geologic hazards. As noted 
previously, the subject property is a narrow bluff top parcel that sits atop a 
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very high (approximately 250 feet) and very steep (approximately 701. slope) 
bluff. Thus, the specific location of the project raises much more than the 
usual level of concern about the geol~gic hazards associated with building on 
a bluff top lot. 

The fact that the County made no findings demonstrating why it believes the 
soils/geologic engineering investigation work performed for the project meets 
the requirements of Policy 3.28(8)(1) by itself raises an issue of conformance 
of the project to Policy 3.28(8)(1). The lack of County findings on the 
acceptability of the report together with the deficiencies of the report in 
establishing a verifiable bluff retreat rate makes the issue of conformance to 
Policy #.28(8)(1) particularly significant. As noted previously, a verifiable 
bluff retreat rate is critical to the approach set forth in the LCP and also 
used by the Coastal Commission to protect bluff top development from bluff 
retreat. In projects within the Commission's jurisdiction, applicants for 
bluff top development within the area of demonstration are routinely required 
to prepare geologic reports with verifiable bluff retreat rates. Without a 
realistic bluff retreat rate, a safe setback cannot be established and the 
safety of the proposed development cannot be adequately assured. 

The Commission is also concerned about how the County's implementation of its 
geologic hazard policies in this case might affect future cases. The Shelter 
Cove Subdivision is only partially built out. Numerous bluff top lots and 
other lots subject to high risk of geologic hazard have not yet been 
developed, including others in the immediate vicinity of the subject 
property. If the soils/geologic investigation prepared for this project and 
its acceptance and implementation by the County becomes the standard by which 
the County reviews other projects in locations at Shelter Cove subject to 
geologic hazards, the geologic stability of a great deal of future development 
at Shelter Cove will be brought into question. 

D. Conclusion. 

In summary, for the reasons stated above, the Commission finds that the 
project as approved and conditioned by the County of Mendocino raises a 
substantial issue with regard to the project's conformance with the c•rtified 
LCP, with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. 

9097p 
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EXHIBIT A 

APPROVAL OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND SPECIAL PERMIT ARE 
CONDITIONED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND REQUIREMENTS WHICH MUST BE 
SATISFIED 

A. 

4. 

~ 
B. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Before a Building Pennit is secured: 

The two (2) required parking spaces shall be constructed on-site prior to occupancy of 
the building. This requirement shall be solely administered by the Building Inspections 
Division. 

Exhibit "8", which reiterates verbatim the recommendations of the R-2 Geotechnical 
Report for the subject parcel shall be fully integrated into the building/construction 
plans submitted to the Building Inspection Division. 

Prior to occupancy, a written certification shall be submitted to the Building Inspection 
Division for inclusion in the project file (CDP-36-95 & SP-30-95) indicating that the 
development authorized by this Coastal Development Permit has implemented all of 
the applicable recommendations of the R-2 report. This statement may be prepared by 
A.M. Baird Engineering & Surveying, author of the R-2 report, or another qualified 
consultant. A note describing this requirement shall appear on the ·plot plan for the 
building permit application. 

Plans submitted for building permit approval shall show the design of the structure is 
fire resistant to the satisfactions of the Building Inspection Division. The design of the 
structure shall be found to be fire resistant if it has the following features: 1) Class A 
roof assemblies, 2) firebrand resistant siding, 3) protected openings, 4) rated standards 
for exposed decks/supports, and 5) overall attention is given to prevent firebrand 
capture or propagation. 

Connection to the public water system is required prior to building occupancy. 
1 

On-going Requirements/Development Restrictions which must continue to be 
satisfied for the life of the project: 

All galvanized metal flashing shall be painted to match the roof or exterior walls. 

All new outdoor lighting shall be compatible with the existing setting and directed within 
the property boundaries. 

Landscaping material shall not cultivate flammable vegetation; and shall instead be 
comprised of fire resistant species instead. Vegetation shall be maintained as green 
and healthy or removed. Grasses shall be mowed to less than six (6) inches. Yards 
shall remain free of dead vegetation accumulations, flammable natural debris, and 
flammable man-made storage items and debris. 

The fire resistant construction design shall be maintained. EXHIBIT NO. s 
APPLICATION NO. 
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C. Informational Notes 

1. The January 1, 1991 document "Project Review Input Basic To All Development 
Projects" is considered part of input from the California Department of Forestry (CDF) 
on this project. CDF requests that the applicant have access to that document's input at 
the earliest contact possible. The handout which describes that document is attached. • 

2. The applicant must apply for and obtain an encroachment permit for the driveway. 
Application may be made at the Public Works Department. This must be done prior to 
issuance of the building permit. The permit will require the driveway entrance to be 
surfaced with asphalt concrete or Portland cement concrete. 

• Attachments to be included in final approval packet. 

EXHIBIT NO. 5 

APPLICATION NO. 
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EXHIBIT 8 

Away from the coastline, in the hilly portion of Shelter Cove and southwest of the actual 
coastal range itself, the principal erosion process is that of concentrated runoff draining across the 
sloping topography. Rain runoff is gathered and carried seaward via a drainage system which 
appears to be highly structurally controlled. The actual amount of erosion on any given site within 
this area is dependent on the amount of moisture received, the amount and type of vegetation 
present, the slope of the land surface, and the type and amount of soil cover present. 

Within the area of the subject lot, there appear to be no bank/slope instability hazards that 
would likely affect the site. Note that Ridgeview Circle has been in place some thirty years, and 
only shows minor settling cracks related to settling of the underlying road bed itself. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In my opinion soils of the proposed building site are capable of supporting a load of 1,000 
pounds p.s.f.. A two story single family residence is a satisfactory use for this site provided that 
considerations are given to the recommendations presented herein. 

1) Gutters are to extend along all roof lines and lead to downspouts, in tum, downspouts 
should lead to pipes carrying the roof runoff away from the building site and away from areas of any 
fill or foundations which may adversely affect the site soil. 

2} All surface runoff should be controlled to flow and drain away from the foundation and 
site preferably to the West Surface water flow should be directed offsite in a non-erosive manner. 

3) If any fill or cutbanks are to be installed they are to be constructed in conformance with 
Chapter 79 of the 1991 Uniform Building Code. 

4) All existing and proposed fill and cutslopes are to be revegetated to prevent erosion, this 
is to be done to the satisfaction of local building officials. Protection of the slopes and bluffs is to 
be installed as soon as practical and prior to fall rains. 

5) If cutting or grading is to be done at a depth greater than 10 feet, this office should be 
contacted for further specific recommendations. 

EXHIBIT NO. 5 
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6) The foundation should be extended into natural ground. Footings should be at least 18 
inches below adjacent surface. The horizontal distance from the bottom of any footing to adjacent 
ground surface shall not be less than shown in figure 70-2, 1991 Uniform Building Code. 
Additionally, no structure should be placed within 20 feet of the edge of the steep slope facing the 
Pacific Ocean. 

7) Spread footings and foundation walls should be reinforced and be at least 12" wide for 
a one story and 15" wide for two story residences. Floor slabs should be reinforced by #3 
Reinforcing Bars at 24' c. c. each way and be underlying by at least 4" of class 2 aggregate base to 
act as a capillary moisture break, underlying by a vapor barrier. A sand blanket of 1 1/2" to 2" 
should be placed over the vapor barrier to facilitate the placement of concrete. 

8) All foundation design and construction shall be in conformance with Chapter 29 of the 
Uniform Building Code. All footings are to meet the areas requirements for seismic criteria, as -· 
required by the current Uniform Building Code. When at such time building plans are submitted, 
review of the foundation should be made and more detailed discussion of the footing design is 
possible at that time. 

It was assumed that the existing test holes are representative of subsurface conditions 
throughout the site. If the proposed construction is modified, or resited, or if it is found during 
construction that subsoil conditions differ from those described, the conclusions and 
recommendations of this report should be considered invalid unless the changes are reviewed and 
the conclusions and recommendations are modified or approved in writing. 

Sincerely, 

TOR/sm 

EXHIBIT NO. 5 
APPLICATION NO. 
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JOHNSON STAFF REPORT 

Pursuant to Section A315-3(A}(4} of the Humboldt County Code, a Coastal Development 
Permit is required for any development within the Coastal Zone. Humboldt County Code 
Section A314-57 requires a Special Permit for design review. 

Required Findings 

The Appendix to Title Ill, Division 1, Section A315-14 of the Humboldt County Code (H.C.C.) 
specifies the findings that must be made to grant the Coastal Development Permit and Special 
Permit. Basically, the Hearing Officer may grant the Coastal Development and Special Permit 
if, on the basis of the application, investigation and submitted evidence, the following findings 
are made: 

1. The proposed development is in conformance with The County General Plan; 

2. The proposed development is consistent with the purposes of the existing zone in 
which the site is located; 

3. The proposed development conforms with all applicable standards and requirements of 
these regulations; 

4. The proposed development and conditions under which it may be operated or 
maintained will not be detrimental to the public health. safety. or welfare. 

In addition, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA} states that one of the following 
findings must be made prior to approval of any development which is subject to the regulations 
ofCEQA: 

5. 
a} The project is either categorically or statutorily exempt; or 

b) There is no substantial evidence that the project will have a significant effect on the 
J environment or any potential impacts have been mitigated to a level of 

insignificance and a negative declaration has been prepared pursuant to Section 
15070 of the CEQA Guidelines; or · 

c) An environmental impact report (EIR) has been prepared and all significant 
environmental effects have been eliminated or mitigated to a level of insignificance, 
or the required findings in Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines are made. 

Recommendation: 

The required findings ~ be made based on the following analysis. 

Staff Analysis 

1. General Plan 

(F:\HOME\ERIK\STAFFRPnCDP36-95.DOC) Revised 7/1/96 
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The proposed development is in conformance with the County General Plan. 

Land Use 

The subject area is located in the Shelter Cove area and is designated Residential Low 
Density (RL) by the South Coast Area Plan. The purpose of the RL designation is to allow the 
development to homeowner residential uses making conservative use of urban land where 
adequate services are available. The maximum density for this use designation is 1 - 7 
dwelling units per acre. The proposed project involves the construction of a single family 
residence on approximately 0.13 acres (about 7.7 dwelling units per acre). The residence on 
the subject parcel will exceed the maximum density allowed in the RL designation (7 units per 
acre). However, the Shelter Cove Subdivision was created in 1965 and the South Coast Area 
Plan was not certified by the California Coastal Commission until 1985. The parcel was. 
created legally and the H.C.C. does not prohibit the development of legally created 
substandard lots. 

Geologic Hazards 

The project site is located in an area of high geologic instability as indicated on the geologic 
hazard maps of Volume I of the Humboldt County General Plan. A geologic report dated 
August 10, 1995 has been prepared for the subject parcel by Allan M. Baird. An addendum 
dated May 16, 1996 was written in response to a request by staff that the report address the 
required setback defined as .the "Area of Demonstration" in the South Coast Area Plan. In the 
addendum Baird has mentioned that little erosion has taken place on the slope at the rear of 
the lot in the last 96 years demonstrating that the:proposed development within the setback will 
assure stability and structural integrity of the project for its expected economic life. 

Staff has received comments regarding geologic stability of the subject parcel from a 
concerned neighbor. William B. Rourke has noted that the subject parcel has recently 
experienced massive slumping and that any removal of vegetation at the top of the bluff could 
result in more erosion. Rourke also claims that there is not enough room on the parcel for the 
proposed structure and the required setbacks. (See attached letter received May 28, 1996.) 
The original soils report has been approved by· the Building Inspections Division and the 
recommendations set forth in the report (attached as Exhibit "B") will be enforced by that 
Division. 

Approximately 40 cubic yards of soil will have to be removed from the subject parcel along the 
road in order to construct the driveway. The soil will be placed on another parcel in Shelter 
Cove outside the coastal zone (APN 109-201-14). (See attached letters of June 17 and June 
25, 1996.} 

Fire/Flood Hazards 

The subject parcel is located in a high fire hazard area. The California Department of Forestry 
and Fire Protection (CDF} has asked that the applicant have access to the January 1, 1992. 
document "Project Review Input Basic To All Development Projects". This has been made an 
informational note in Exhibit A. 
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The subject parcel is located in a Flood Zone "D" on the Flood Insurance Rate Map 
(community-panel number 060060 1800 B) produced by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency. Flood Zone "D" is defined as "areas of undetermined, but possible, flood hazards". 

Natural Resource Protection/Biological Resources 

Review of the South Coast Area Plan Resource Protection maps indicates that there are no 
resource protection policies that affect the subject property, but there is a Natural Resources 
zone directly to the west of the subject parcel. This area is primarily submerged and/or tidal 
lands located at the base of the bluff of the subject parcel. The proposed project is not 
expected to have any significant impact on the land zoned Natural Resources. 

2. Zoning 

The proposed development is consistent with the scenic values of the area and the purposes 
of the existing zone in which the site is located. 

The subject parcel is currently zoned as Residential Single Family with a 5,000 square foot 
minimum lot size, Qualifying, and Design Review combining zones (RS-5-Q/D). The RS zone 
classifies "single family residential" as a principally permitted use. The Qualifying combining 
zone refers to Ordinance 1914. The Ordinance prohibits second dwelling units; temporary 
and/or recreational housing (tents, travel trailers, and motor homes), except as permitted under 
Section A314-37{A){5) while constructing a residence; and accessory buildings, except as 
allowed pursuant to, or following the issuance of, a building permit for construction of the 
primary residence. The Design Review combining zone provides design review for 
conformance of new development with the policies and standards of the General Plan, and to 
provide for a design review process where neighborhoods within the same zone district desire 
to preserve or enhance the area's historical, cultural or scenic values. Staff has reviewed 
elevations submitted by the applicant and conducted a site visit and determined that the 
proposed project will be compatible with the surrounding homes. 

According to Section A314-57(E), the following design review standards must be considered 
by the reviewing authority: 

} 
a) Applicable Elements of the General Plan - The subject parcel, according to the 

South Coast Area Plan, is not located in a Coastal View Area. 

b) Protection of Natural Landforms - Only minor grading is proposed and the house 
will be located 20 feet from the edge of the bluff. (See the attached soils report 
dated August 10, 1995 and the accompanying letters of May 16, June 17, and 
June 25, 1996.) 

c) Exterior Ughting - No exterior lighting is proposed. 

d) Landscaping - No landscaping has been proposed. 

e) Underground Utilities- All utilities will be underground. 
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Setbacks from Property Unes - The setbacks were found to be appropriate to 
protect scenic and visual qualities of the area since they conform to the setback 
and height limit requirements of the RS zone (see section 3 of this report). 

Off-Premise Signs - The proposed project does not involve the location of off
premise signs. 

Building and Structural Design Standards - Plans received by the Planning 
Division show that the proposed project complies with all of the building 
structural design standards for the following reasons: 1) the width of the 
building is at least 20 feet; 2) foundations for all residential and attached 
structures in Shelter Cove are required by the Building Inspection Division to 
meet the Uniform Building Code requirements of Seismic Zone IV; 3) exterior 
walls and roofing materials are not made of unfinished or galvanized metal; and 
4) there is a minimum roof overhang· of 12 inches. It has been made an 
operational restriction in Exhibit A that all galvanized metal flashing shall be 
painted to match the roof or exterior walls. 

3. Development Standards 

The proposed project conforms with all applicable development standards and requirements. 

The proposed development conforms to the Development and Performance Standards for the 
zone. The following development and performance standards apply to the (R8-5-Q/D) zone 
(source: H.C.C. §A313-16). 

H.C.C. requirement Proposed Project 

Minimum Parcel Size: 5,000 square feet ±5,665 square feet 

Minimum Lot Width: 50' ±55' 

Lot Coverage: max. 35o/o ±19o/o 

Yard Setbacks: 

Front . 2' min.• ±12' 

Rear 10' min. 20' (to edge of bluff) 

Side 5' min. south: 5' north: ±15' 

Building Height: max. 35' 35' 

Park.ing: 2 spaces min. 2 spaces 

*Although the subject parcel does not have the '51' combining zone typical of those lots with 
the 2 foot front yard setback, the parcel is a part of the area included in the blanket variance 
approved in 1968. The parcels included in the blanket variance were originally marked on the 
assessor map pages with circles. The 'S1' combining zone was later adopted to replace the 
circles on the maps. Although the subject parcel does not have the combining zone for the 
two foot front yard setback, it does· have the circle on the map. Staff has determined that the 
parcel was included in the blanket variance and that an error was made on the zonina maps 
when the 'S1' combining zone was added. 
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4. Public Health. Safety. and Welfare 

Staff has determined that the proposed project will not be detrimental to the public health, 
safety and welfare since: . all reviewing referral agencies have approved or conditionally 
approved the proposed project design; as conditioned, the proposed project is consistent with 
the general plan and zoning ordinances; and the proposed project will not cause significant 
environmental damage. 

The Department of Public Works has noted that grading will occur in order to provide the 
driveway, parking, and building pad. The lot is about 6 feet above the road on the north end 
and 4 feet higher on the south end of the property. Public Works also noted that an 
encroachment permit will be required for the driveway and that all parking must be on-site. 
This has been included as an informational note in Exhibit A. 

The Division of Environmental Health has no objection to the proposed project, provided all 
development is connected to community sewer and water per Community Service District 
requirements. The development will be served by Resort Improvement District No. 1. 

5. Potential for Environmental Impact 

The proposed project is categorically exempt from the provisions of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15303, Class 3 of the CEQA 
Guidelines. 
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I , 
Mr. Robert Merrill / 

A-1-h'UM-96-58 

california coastal Commission 
North Coast Division 

APPEAL (1 OF 16) 

45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

I am appealing to the California Coastal Commission the Decision of 
the Humboldt county Planning Commission, approving the Gary Johnson 
Coastal Development Permit (COP) 36-95 1 Special Permit (SP) 30-95, 
to build a single family structure on Assessor Parcel 109-161-53, 
on property known as 40 Ridgeview Circle, Shelter Cove, California. 
This project is located within the Coastal Zone. · 

I appeal to the California coastal Commission to initiate its own 
third party geological survey of a narrow bluff top lot 16, between 
Ridgeview Circle roadway and the precipitous seacliff face falling 
away to the Pacific ocean. I appeal to the California Coastal 
Commission to investigate the proposed building of a residence 
structure on a seacliff top, within the Area of Demonstration. 

I am appealing based upon a failure to adhere to policy established 
in the HUMBOLDT COUNTY GENERAL PLAN, Volume II, SOUTH COAST AREA 
PLAN of the Humboldt County Local Coastal Program: April 1990: 

THE COASTAL ACT AND SOUTH COAST CONCERNS 

2. 20 COASTAL ACT GOALS AND POLICIES 

The state legislature by enacting the Coastal Act of 1975 adopted 
the following basic goals for the Coastal zone: 

(a) Protect, maintain, and, where feasible, enhance ••• the ~ 
quality of the coastal zone environment and its 
natural ••• resources. 

The appellant asserts that building the steel frame residence as 
proposed necessitates removal of protecting natural vegetation from 
the top of the seacliff bluff, destabilizing the bluff substrata, 
increasing the probability of landslide/erosion of the seacliff. 

SOUTH COAST AREA DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCE POLICIES 

3.10 INTRODUCTION 

••• The Coastal Act requires that all development be subject to 
standards designed to protect natural and cultural resources and 
assure public safety. 

The appellant asserts that building the steel frame two story 
residence would place a significant weight upon only moderately 
compacted strata forming the seacliff, thus risking failure in 
fracture of the bluff top, as can be seen on immediately adjacent 
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seacliff. Fracture of the strata, with further slumping, would 
hazard Ridgeview Circle roadway and its underlying sewer line, to 
the detriment of public sa~ety. 

3 • 28 HAZARDS 

*** 30253 New development shall: 

2. Assure stability and structural integrity, and 
neither create nor ~ontribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of 
the site or surrounding areas ••• 

The appellant asserts that grading of the lot for foundation, and 
placement of the proposed structure, WILL contribute significantly 
to erosion, and the weight WILL contribute to geologic instability. 

A. DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

New development shall be consistent with the adopted Humboldt 
county Safety and Seismic Safety element of the General Plan. 
Specifically, when siting new development, the Natural Hazards/ 
Land Use Risk Rating Matrix, Chapter 3 of Vol.I should be used in 
conjunction with plates I, II, & IV. Plates I and II are maps 
delineating seismic zones relating to earthquakes shaking as well 
as land stability and other natural hazard conformation. Plate IV 
defines the Alquist-Priolo special studies zone established by 
Chapter 7.5 Division z of the California Resources Code. 

Appellant asserts that in "siting (the proposed) new development, 
the Natural Hazards/ Land Use Risk Rating Matrix, Chapter 3 of 
Vol.I (were NOT) used in conjunction with plates I, II, & IV. 
Specifically: 

B. HAZARDS 

1. Hazards Review The County shall ••• require soil 
engineering and geological engineering investigations ••• for 
classes of development and hazard areas as shown in Table I 
(page 3-11 ••• ). 

The appellant asserts that the required geological engineering 
investigation was NOT done/presented to the Planning Commission. 

The (geological engineering investigation) 
report should consider, describe and analyze the following: 

a. Cliff geometry and site topography, extending the 
surveying work beyond the site as needed to depict 
unusual geomorphic conditions that might affect the 
site: 

The appellant asserts that the CIVIL engineer reports submitted do 
NOT include descriptions of the moderately compacted detritus from 
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the King Range of mountains, which are the substrata underlying 
Whale Point court and Ridgeview Circle and its adjacent lots; nor 
is any mention made of the surface manifestation ·of the San Andreas 
fault line along Humboldt Loop road, immediately behind Whale Point 
court and its very recent influence on all contiguous lots. 

b. Historic, current, and foreseeable cliff erosion •• 

The CIVIL engineer reports submitted do NOT refer to the nearby 
house constructed on lot 14, on slumped erosion material evidencing 
historic seacliff failure; nor to obliteration of lots 9 through 14 
along the former Beach Road and the road itself; nor ·the current 
evidence of erosion of the seacliff, vicinity of lots 20, 21 and 
22; nor the unquestionable evidence of erosion all along the toe of 
the cliff. The civil engineer reports DO confirm that the area is 
seismically active and particularly susceptible to fracture and 
erosion of designated unstable strata. 

c. Geologic conditions, including soil, 
rock types and characteristics in 
structural features, such as bedding, 
faults; 

sediment 
addition 
joints, 

and 
to 

and 

The CIVIL Engineer reported: "I reviewed the above referenced 
building site for a SOILS investigation. I am furnishing this 
report to satisfy the grading requirements and SOILS report 
requirements that may be required by the County of Humboldt as part 
of any presite inspection that might take place for the residence. 
Observations of this inspection pertaining to the site SOILS are 
enclosed in this report." 

"Geologic conditions, including ••• rock types and characteristics in 
addition to structural features, such as bedding, joints, and 
faults" included in addenda refer to ''basal rock'' visible along the 
shore as a rather thin underlayment, but NOT to the "Geologic 
conditions, including ••• structural features, such as bedding ••• 11 of 
substrata sediment which composes the bulk of the underlying 
structure of lot 16 and the whole of Ridgeview circle and Whale 
Point Court, as required. 

d. Evidence of past or potential landslide conditions, the 
implications of such conditions for the proposed 
development, and the potential effects of the 
development on landslide activity; 

The house on nearby lot 14 was built on seacliff landslide material 
slumped away from the bluff, evidencing seacliff failure. The very 
prominent "scoop" of the seacliff behind lots·2o, 21 and 22 are the 
most telling evidence of past and potential landslide conditions. 
These two visible examples of past landslides are evidence of the 
inherent slope instability of the underlying substrata. The two 
examples of seacliff failure - landslide - straddle the Johnson lot 
16 site, and evidence the potential of landslide of that lot bluff 
top with development placed on it. 
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e. Impact of construction activity on the stability of the 
site and adjacent;area; 

•/ 

The substantial weight of a two story building on the demonstrated 
unstable substrata certainly has the potential of setting off other 
fracture failure, resulting in landslide, with probable failure of 
Ridgeview Circle road and the sewer line beneath it. 

f. Ground and surface water conditions and variations, 
including hydrologic changes caused by the development 
(i.e •••• alterations in surface drainage); 

Removal of the trees covering the lot 16 bluff top for foundation, 
will expose the subsurface to water infiltration and further the 
instability of the substrata. After construction, concentration of 
very heavy rain runoff from the building roof could further hazard 
the site to erosion, increased instability and· landslide. 

g. Potential erodibility of site and mitigating measures 
to be used to ensure minimized erosion problems during 
and after construction (i.e. landscaping and drainage 
design): 

Probably adequately addressed by the Civil Engineer report, given 
that construction practices are adhered to without reservation. 

i. Potential effects of seismic forces resulting from a 
maximum credible earthquake; 

Even the CIVIL Engineer report states: "This area of California is 
seismically very active and possibly subject to earthquakes of 
large magnitude which can produce significant ground shaking. This 
high to very high level of risk of seismic hazard is typical for 
Shelter Cove, and residents routinely assume this risk." 

If it were a risk only to the residents on lot 16 I would hold my 
counsel. I fear it is a risk to the roadway, the sewer line, and 
to all households on Ridgeview Circle. 

None the less, the report fails to address the "Potential effects 
of seismic forces resulting from a MAXIMUM CREDIBLE EARTHQUAKE;" 
My house across the street from the proposal - 55 Ridgeview Circle 
was totally destroyed by the April 1992 Mendocino quake, of only a 
4.8 magnitude. 

"The report should evaluate the off-site impacts of development 
(e.g. development contributing to geological instability on access 
roads) ••• The report should also detail mitigation measures for 
any potential impacts and should outline alternative solutions. 
The report should express a professional opinion as to whether the 
project can be designed so that it will neither be subject to nor 
contribute to significant geologic instability throughout the 
lifespan of the project. The report should use a currently 
acceptable engineering stability analysis method and should also 
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describe the degree of uncertainty of analytical results due to 
assumptions and unknowns. " } 

/ 

The CIVIL Engineer reports'provided to the Planning Commission do 
NOT "evaluate the off-site impacts of development (e.g. development 
contributing to geological instability on access roads) ••• " 

The CIVIL Engineer reports provided to the Planning Commission do 
NOT 11 ••• detail mitigation measures for any potential impacts ••• " 
nor do they " ••• outline alternative solutions". 

The CIVIL Engineer reports provided to the Planning Commission DO 
" ••• express a professional opinion as to whether the project can be 
designed so that it will neither be subject to nor contribute to 
significant geologic instability throughout the lifespan of the 
project", but the CIVIL Engineer professional opinion is NOT the 

.GEOLOGICAL Engineer professional opinion called for by policy. 

NO " ••• currently acceptable engineering stability analysis method" 
was referenced, nor did the CIVIL Engineer report " ••• describe the 
degree of uncertainty of analytical results due to assumptions and 
unknowns", as is required by policy. 

3.28B Shoreline erosion 

New development on ocean front lots shall maintain a 
minimum structural setback defined as the area of 
demonstration, unless a report prepared consistent with 
the provisions of Appendix Chapter 70, Section 7006 of 
the UBC, as amended above, demonstrates that development 
at an alternate site will assure the stability and 
structural integrity of the project for its expected 
economic life. 

The Planning Commission relied upon the CIVIL Engineer report that 
a setback of only 20 feet would meet this requirement. Reference 
was made to aerial photographs not available to the appellant or 
the Planning Commission for review and verification. The appellant 
did bring to the public hearing of the Planning Commission the 
video tape accompanying this appeal. The video tape was not 
reviewed at the public meeting, nor was it accepted by the Planning 
Commission when offered, for their later and private review. The 
statement of the CIVIL Engineer was taken as unsubstantiated fact 
and reliec;l as the basis for approval in spite of the policy 
requirement for the geological investigation by a GEOLOGIST. 

DEFINITIONS 

"Area of demonstration of stability" - ••• the area of demonstration 
of stability ••• includes the base, face and top of all bluffs and 
cliffs. The extent of the bluff top considered should include the 
area between the face of. the fluff and a line described on the 
bluff top by the intersection of a plan included at a 20 degree 
angle from horizontal passing through the toe of the bluff or 
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cliff, or 50 feet inland from the edge of the cliff or bluff which 
ever is greater. The Coupty may designate a greater area of 
demonstration or exclude d~velopment entirely in areas of know high 
instability. · 

The proposed new development on ocean front lot 16 is in the area 
of demonstration. "The area between the face of the bluff and a 
line described on the bluff top by the intersection of a plane 
inclined at a 20 degree angle from horizontal passing through the 
toe of the bluff or cliff" would fall far outside the lot 16 
boundary. 

The proposed new development on ocean front lot 16 is in the area 
of demonstration. The lot depth from the street curb (not the 
lot's front boundary line) is 55 feet to the seacliff escarpment. 
The proposed building is totally within, not set back from, the 
area of demonstration. 

Humboldt County Seismic Safety and Public Safety Element pp. 49-50 
includes Shelter cove on Seismic Safety Map, Plate I. It 
designates Shelter cove to be area 11 3 = Hi<;fh Instability", wherein: 

Single Family residences require: 

Site investigation 
Landslide Zone 

Although "The County may designate a GREATER area of demonstration 
or EXCLUDE development entirely in areas of known high instability" 
the Planning Commission in this case has approved the construction 
WITHIN the area of demonstration, and IN an area of known high 
instability. 

I am writing to request your intervention in such building because: 
The California Coastal Zone was established to protect diminishing 
coastal environs from ill advised development. 

As a trained geologist, I had more than casual interest in strata 
and sub-strata of the immediate area. I paid a California licensed 
geologist to survey my lot in 1991, who verified that the set back 
of my house from the bluff was a safe distance, but he also spoke 
to the fact that those lots across the street were hazardous. 

Sincerely, · 1\ /} 
tv ~m /3. 14:u.c,:~ 
William B. Rourke 
55. Ridgeview Circle 
Shelter Cove, CA 95589 

Accompanying: 

P 0 Box 284/196 JEFFCO 65 
Evergreen, co 80439 

Personal video of the subject area as an aid in appreciating the 
factors described herein. 



Mr. Robert Merrill 
California Coastal Commission 
North Coas_t Division 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

References: 
(a) Appeal Information Sheet 

Local Coastal Program Development 
HG: 4/88 

Permits 

(b) HUMBOLDT COUNTY GENERAL PLAN, Volume II 

CAUfOKNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
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SOUTH COAST AREA PLAN of the Humboldt County Local Coastal 
Program, April 1990 

I have appealed to the California Coastal Commission, the Humboldt 
County Planning Commission decision, approving the Gary Johnson 
Coastal Development Permit (CDP) 36-95 I Special Permit (SP) 30-95, 
to build a single family structure on Assessor Parcel 109-161-53, 
on property known as 40 Ridgeview Circle, Shelter Cove, California. 
This project is located within the Coastal Zone. 

I have appealed to the California Coastal Commission to initiate 
its own third party geological investigation of a narrow bluff top 
Lot 16, which is the "Area of Demonstration", between Ridgeview 
Circle roadway and the precipitous seacliff face falling away to 
the Pacific ocean. 

My formal appeal was based upon a failure to follow POLICY set in 
the Humboldt County Local Coastal Plan (LCP), allowed by reference 
(a) when the local authority charges fees for appeals. This added 
material is supplemental, showing that evidence offered to Humboldt 
County Planning Commissioners, by a CIVIL engineer, in lieu of the 
required GEOLOGICAL investigation, had insufficient and inaccurate 
data, declarations and summaries. None the less, it was this CIVIL 
engineer data, declarations and summaries that were the basis for 
the Planning Commission's approval of the application. 

The first document provided to me in preparation of a protest was 
the letter of Allan M. Baird, California Registered Professional 
Engineer, CIVIL No. 23,681, to Humboldt County Planning Department, 
of June 17, 1969; received by Humboldt County Planning Commission 
June 19, 1996. Quotations from within have my CAPS for emphasis: 

"I have reviewed your letter of June 7, 1996... In that 
letter YOU HAVE REQUESTED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE LOT 
GRADING that is to take place with the residence. 
" ••• we have determined the total amount of SOIL that will be 
excavated from this site will be approximately 40 cubic yards. 
This being the case, in my opinion, the proposed excavation 
by the contractor is both acceptab~e and necessary for the 
development of the lot." 
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There is no indication whatsoever in this or subsequent documents 
by CIVIL engineer Baird of the GEOLOGICAL investigation required by 
reference (b). It is precisely the geological inaccuracies and/or 
misleading views of a CIVIL engineer that show citizens' wisdom in 
establishing GEOLOGICAL inquiry as a matter of Coastal Plan policy. 
Planning Commissioners can not be misled by sticking to the policy. 

The second document provided to me in preparation of a protest was 
the letter of CIVIL engineer Allan M. Baird to the County of 
Humboldt, Building Department, of January 25, 1991, Revised August 
10, 1995; Received August 17, 1995. 

I wish to note first that the copy of the letter provided to me for 
preparing a protest had no cover sheet. After the Public Hearing, 
I asked for copies of all documents pertaining to the application. 
The same letter of January 25, 1991, Revised August 10, 1995 and 
received August 17, 1995, provided this time, had a cover sheet and 
it was titled, PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING, GEOLOGIC R-2, SOILS REPORT. 
The cover sheet was marked received November 27, 1995, after my 
inquiries about the impending development and is GEOLOGIC aspects. 
One does make a silk purse of a sows ear. The SOILS REPORT cannot 
be made a GEOLOGIC investigation by addition of a cover sheet. 

The important issues however are the body of the letter, and, again 
the quotations from within it have CAPS by me for emphasis: 

"I reviewed the above referenced building site for a SOILS 
investigation. 
"I am furnishing this report to satisfy the GRADING 
requirements and SOILS report requirements ••• I made a site 
inspection of said property off of Ridgeview Circle in Shelter 
Cove with the purpose of determining the suitability for 
construction. Observations of this inspection pertaining to 
the site SOILS are enclosed in this report." 

Note: This CIVIL engineer report of the SOIL is not the GEOLOGICAL 
engineering investigation report of the STRUCTURE/SUBSTRATA of the 
site per Section 3.28, B., 1. of reference (b), nor does it fulfill 
those subsections a. through j. of same. Reference (b), Table I, 
requires a GEOLOGICAL investigation on both counts, that it is a 
single family residence sited in Landslide Zone 3, and that it is 
in the "Area of Demonstration". 

"The site is on the SOUTHERLY slope of the Coast Range 
Mountains at about 2 00 feet in elevation. It is located 
approximately 700 feet from the Pacific Ocean." 

Note: The site is on the WEST NORTHWEST local slope of one local 
prominence on the Pacific Plate which is riding up (EAST NORTHEAST) 
and along (NORTHWEST) the WESTERLY, or, at best, WEST SOUTHWESTERLY 
slope of the North American Plate, Coast Range Mountains. The fact 
of plate separation by a major fault system, gives very significant 
emphasis to the site being in Landslide Zone 3 - High Instability, 
as shown by an enclosure of Baird's CIVIL, SOILS report. 
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Note: If the 200' elevation to 700' distance from the ocean were an 
accurate ratio, the angle of repose of the slumped material, broken 
away from Lot 16' s seacliff would be less than 16 degrees. Even an 
untrained eye would estimate more than 45 degrees; more like the 70 
degrees implied in the next paragraph. 

"The remainder of the property drops down sharply for 
approximately 200 ft. to the Pacific Ocean." 

Note: The 200' elevation of Lot 16 is understated and the Lot being 
700' distant from the ocean is overstated: that combination being 
self-contradictory to the seacliff having a face that " ••• drops 
down sharply ••• to the Pacific Ocean." Even an argument that the 
measurement is from the shoreline to the lot's street line, vice 
from the toe of the slope to the seacliff edge, does not compute. 

"SOILS from approximately two feet to three feet consist of 
dark coluvial (sic) SOIL; SUBSOIL below this is a light brown 
sandy clayey loam." 

Note: I submit that the soils from approximately two to three feet 
consist of dark loam (sandy/clayey by definition), and the subsoil 
below this is the moderately compacted colluvium, of a substantial 
depth to a basal rock which rises only a few feet above MSL. The 
substrata colluvium is susceptible to fracture, slump and erosion. 
The SOILS report is NOT the GEOLOGIC investigation required. 

"There is a special study earthquake zone directly East of 
this site. I have attached copies of that as referenced in 
nature of the property in question appears to be stable." 

Note: The very fact that Lot 16 is right at the boundary of the 
Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone is itself evidence of earthquake 
susceptibility of the Lot. The CIVIL engineer report also included 
the GEOLOGIC MAP from reference (b), showing Lot 16 to be in "Slope 
Stability 3 - High Instability". It is a factual contradiction of, 
" ••• the property in question appears to be stable." It is also the 
reason why the required GEOLOGIC engineering investigation should 
be performed by a California Professional GEOLOGIC Engineer. 

"There is no indication in the surrounding area of any slumps, 
faults, or springs that would be detrimental to the home 
site." 

Note: This is a factually and observably inaccurate statement. The 
recent and very obvious fracture of the colluvium substrata, which 
underlies all Ridgeview Circle and Whale Point Court lots, shows 
dramatic slumping behind lots 20, 21 and 22. Also the house built 
on Lot 14 is on slumped colluvium substrata, which fractured away 
from the seacliff. The remaining bluff top is concreted car port. 

"This area of California is seismically very active and 
possibly subject to earthquakes of large magnitude which can 
produce significant ground shaking." 
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Note: The house directly opposite Lot 16 at 55 Ridgeview Circle was 
destroyed in the April 1992 Mendocino earthquake. That structure 
survived the first magnitude 7.1 shock, but was destroyed by later 
mid-morning after-shock of 6. 5 magnitude. This fact alone requires 
California Professional GEOLOGICAL Engineer investigation. 

"This high to very high level of risk of seismic hazard is 
typical for Shelter Cove, and residents routinely assume this 
risk." 

Note: Having been resident since the Mendocino earthquake, talking 
to would-be land/home owners, I vouch that many have decided not to 
buy/build at Shelter Cove. Our insurance rebuild was a matter of 
economics - a cash payoff was a loosing proposition. The residents 
will assume risk only when they have professional evidence that the 
risk is not extraordinary. I had the advice of one of California's 
Professional GEOLOGICAL Engineers, who advised me that those lots 
across the street were not safe. The rebuild of my destroyed house 
included all the latest seismic engineering planning, material and 
construction precisely because of professional GEOLOGICAL advice. 

" ••• it has been determined that noticeable changes in 
location, or configuration, of the bedrock sea cliff in the 
area for the past fifty years has not occurred." 

Note: This is a factually and observably inaccurate statement. The 
old road accessing the former ship's pier has been obliterated. An 
extensive rock and concrete retainer wall has been constructed that 
preserves the present boat launch access. A swimming pool that had 
been behind Wayne White's house has been obliterated. The history 
of extensive damage to the sewage treatment facility seacliff has 
been documented in the Corps of Engineer's design and contracts to 
repair and defend against further bedrock cut-back. The lots that 
are currently being considered for the "Institution" and the lots 
that had been along the extension of Beach Road, which have also 
been obliterated, show the most dramatic changes in location and 
configuration bedrock and associated seacliff in the area within 
the past fifty years. 

"This is due to the tough, erosion resistant characteristics 
of the basal bedrock which underlies the topical SOILS at 
seaside bluff sites." 

Note: This is a factually and observably inaccurate statement. A 
basal bedrock does not underlie topical soils of Ridgeview Circle 
and Whale Point Court lots. Basal bedrock is of varying thickness 
out of the sea, on the order of tens of feet above sea level. The 
bulk of substrata thickness underlying the topical soil down to 
bedrock, is colluvium, only moderately compacted, which is very 
susceptible to fracturing, slumping and erosion, as is observable. 
I brought in coffee cans of the substrata, obtained by simply 
scraping the edge of the cans below the topical soil and above the 
"basal bedrock". Neither the scraped material nor the video of it 
brought to the public hearing would be viewed by the Commissioners. 
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"The basal rock is very resistant to direct ocean waves 
forces, and offers protection for the bluff face above at the 
site." 

Note: This is a factually and observably inaccurate statement. A 
view of the destruction of basal rock all along the Shelter Cove 
water edge, especially at the sewage plant, shows how incredibly 
forceful ocean wave action is. More to the point, however, is the 
fact that basal rock is not the major substrata in question. The 
major substrata is moderately compacted colluvium, which is quite 
susceptible to earth shaking fracturing, with resulting slumping, 
as can be seen on both sides of Lot 16. The major substrata is 
moderately compacted colluvium, which is quite susceptible to water 
erosion, especially from winter season storms, and not protected 
from erosion by basal rock. 

••From published reports, the average rate of bluff retreat in 
the area appears to be on the order of less than twenty feet 
in the past fifty or so years. In certain areas along the 
coast, this rate has been exceeded in several instances in the 
past due to extreme wave action from very severe storms." 

Note: The published reports referred to were not available to me, 
nor were they presented at the public hearing (although referred 
to), nor were they asked for by the Planning Commissioners. One 
must watch "averages". The CIVIL engineer report acknowledges that 
"In certain areas along the coast, this rate has been exceeded in 
several instances ••• " There is observable evidence of greater than 
"average" bluff retreat on both immediate sides of Lot 16. 

"Within the area of the subject lot, there appear to be no 
bank/slope instability hazards that would likely affect the 
site." 

Note: Such an unqualified statement, in the face of evidence to the 
contrary on both sides of Lot 16, shows exactly why the GEOLOGICAL 
investigation that is required by reference (b) should be done. 

The third document provided to me in preparation of a protest was 
the letter of CIVIL engineer Allan M. Baird to the Humboldt County 
Planning Department, of May 16, 1996; Received May 211 1996. Also, 
the quotations from within have CAPS by me for emphasis. 

" ••• the front 15 feet will slope down towards the (Ridgeview 
Circle) road at an 8% slope. The flatter portion of the lot 
behind this is approximately 50 feet (front to back) and will 
slope toward the road at a 1% slope" 

Note: The depth of Lot 16 from the Ridgeview Circle road curb to 
the seacliff edge is only 55 feet. The stated measures belie fact • 

.. The remainder of the lot towards the rear drops down at an 
average 70% slope to the Pacific Ocean." 
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Note: I concur with Mr. Baird's observation of 70% angle of repose 
for the slumped material below the seacliff edge. Thus, for a 70% 
slope to his stated elevation of 200', the lot's seacliff edge must 
be just shy of 73' from the shoreline. It is not. If the lot he 
stated is 700' from the shoreline, with a rear slope of 70%, it too 
must be at 1922.8' elevation. It is not. The CIVIL engineer data 
proffered are in error. 

"Bedrock erosion at the surfline is potentially the most 
substantial geologic hazard affecting the project site." 

Note: After having stated earlier, " ••• it has been determined that 
noticeable changes in location, or configuration, of the bedrock 
sea cliff in the area for the past fifty years has not occurred", 
this is one more self-contradiction showing exactly why required 
GEOLOGIC investigation should be made. Further, such a statement 
about bedrock erosion, when the bulk of the seacliff is made up of 
moderately compacted colluvial detritus also show exactly why the 
required GEOLOGIC investigation should be made by a GEOLOGIST. 

"Cliff erosion in the Shelter Cove area generally occurs along 
northeast trending fractures within the basaltic rock. these 
(sic) zones of weakness represent either joint systems or 
ancient faults. There are no major fracture systems on the 
proposed development site and therefore no apparent avenues of 
significant land erosion." 

Note: This effort at geologic literacy is beyond the pale, in view 
of the basic substrata being compacted detritus, lending itself to 
substantial erosion from any direction from which water flows. It 
further demonstrates that the required GEOLOGIC investigation must 
be accomplished by a California Registered Professional GEOLOGIST. 

"Large waves generated by storms coinciding with high tides 
and storm surges have produced accelerated sea cliff erosion 
on many portions of the Northern California coastline." 

Note: The statement directly contradicts the CIVIL engineer's later 

" ••• analysis of aerial photographs dated 1941, 1966, 1974, 
1980, 1981, and 1988 indicate very little bluff retreat in the 
past approximately 100 years at the project." 

Note: I don't know who analyzed which of the listed aerial photos, 
but having been a beach terrain hydrographer/photo-interpreter, I 
would like to see the listed series of aerial photos. The least 
sophisticated observer of the shoreline basal rock and overlying 
seacliff topography, would interpret extensive erosion and bluff 
retreat in most specific areas of Shelter Cove. Why did not such 
an extensive analysis include much more recent aerial photos? 

"Tuttle ( 1982) ••• concluded that 'measurements and study of the 
1871 map and 1941 aerial photos show very little change along 
this section' and that 'three measurements were made on three 
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different maps from aerial photos over a 96-year period. The 
measurements varied six feet and the accuracy was considered 
significant to about ten feet'"• 

Note: Tuttle would no doubt agree that 1871 maps are hardly quality 
comparisons to aerial photographs made 70 years later, but, in any 
case, we do not know what "section" it was that he was studying. 
In 1982 it probably was the boat launch or airport, but limited to 
monuments established in the earlier survey. Lets be serious and 
remember that the Wright brothers glider flights were only 93 years 
ago - Kitty Hawk on the EAST coast. I am not aware that any aerial 
photographs were made on any of those first flights. Differentials 
of 10 feet to 55 feet on the Lot 16 bluff top is significant. 

"There are not indications of landward erosion during historic 
times." 

Note: Of all the inaccuracies contained within the three documents 
proffered to the Planning/Building Department, and upon which the 
Planning Commission relied for approval of the Johnson application, 
this one defies credibility. Photographs of the early ship's pier 
in the vicinity of the present boat launch verify landward erosion 
of the seacliffs on the South coast of the Shelter Cove land mass. 
Early pictures of the landward extension toward the buoy from Mall 
Combs Park verify landward erosion from the Southwest, as does the 
missing swimming pool at the Wayne White house, and the gully near 
Seal Rock which threatens to undermine Lower Pacific. The costly, 
extensive erosion barrier built at the direction of the Army Corps 
of Engineers to prevent loss of the sewage treatment plant verifies 
landward erosion from ·the Northwest. The obliteration of those 
lots formerly along the extension of Beach Road and the loss of the 
road itself verifies landward erosion from the West. There is more 
important evidence of landward erosion at the toe of the seacliff, 
immediately below Lot 16, which is significant. 

"The western edge of the property is well buttressed by 
competent bedrock ••• " 

Note: The edge is really facing Northwest, and its bedrock rises 
from the sea only tens of feet at the toe of the seacliff. In fact 
the bulk of the moderately compacted colluvium detritus forming the 
substrata underlying Lot 16 can be considered to be buttressed only 
by an improbable guarantee on no more earthquakes or winter rains. 

" ••• and there are not indications of soil erosion on the 
development or adjacent lots." 

Note: SOIL from Lot 16 runs down the curb edge of Ridgeview Circle 
after each and every rain. The ocean edge of Lot 19 is retained by 
tree root networks on the bluff surface and face. Removal of trees 
and their root networks will remove anchoring holding the remaining 
lot material in place. It is not the SOIL that is of concern. The 
underlying colluvium material, only moderately compacted, and its 
susceptibility to all shake induced fracture, as well as erosion, 
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would be of concern to a GEOLOGIST. To say that the house built on 
Lot 14, on slumped seacliff material, does not indicate erosion is 
wrong. To say that the deeply scalloped seacliff and lower slumped 
material in the vicinity of Lots 20, 21, and 22 are not indications 
of erosion is dangerously inaccurate. To limit the statements to 
"adjacent" lots in the strictest sense is also expressly inaccurate 
and begs the evidence of erosion in the material that underlies all 
the lots on Ridgeview Circle and Whale Point Court. A entire grove 
of trees along Humboldt Loop Drive, below Whale Point Court, rooted 
in the very same colluvium material that underlies Lot 16, has the 
"leans" because erosion of the material weakened the root network. 

"In light of this evidence, it is my (CIVIL) opinion that this 
structure may be safely located within 20 feet of the bank at 
the rear of the lot. I do not feel that the requirements 
imposed by the county's "Geologic Hazards Regulations" need be 
adhered to in order to reasonably insure the geologic 
stability of this residence." 

Note: The essence of these inaccuracies is that a CIVIL engineer 
should not be the source of dismissing " ••• the requirements IMPOSED 
by the county's 'Geologic Hazards Regulations' ••• The particular 
site, in what is stated to be an especially seismically active area 
requires a California Registered GEOLOGICAL Engineer investigation. 
I would accept such a third person's professional judgment. 

These inaccuracies indicate that your intervention in assuring that 
the POLICY required GEOLOGICAL investigation is done assures that: 
"The California Coastal Zone was established to protect diminishing 
coastal environs from ill advised development". 

Consider that a winter rain accumulation of ground water around the 
proposed building, creating further slumping, would quickly create 
the same situation that now exists on Shelter Cove Road just below 
the intersection with Toth road, where fracturing of the moderately 
compacted detritus, and its erosion, threatens the roadway itself. 
I am concerned that when the fracture/erosion of Parcel 109-161-53 
proceeds to undermine Ridgeview Circle, it will threaten the sewer 
line underneath the street, with far more significant damage. 

s:.§~' 
William B. Rourke 
55 Ridgeview Circle 
Shelter Cove, CA 95589 

Post Office Box 284/165 JEFFCO 65 
Evergreen, CO 80437 
( 303) 674-1639, ( 303) 556-2920 
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Humboldt County Local Coastal Program, April 1990 

A formal appeal per reference (a), based upon a failure to follow 
the reference (b) LCP POLICY has been filed. This is supplemental 
information, relating to the Planning Commissioners' acceptance of 
inaccurate and false testimony at the public hearing, and their 
concurrent refusal to receive/consider appellant's evidence offered 
in the one and same public hearing. This supplemental information 
further illuminates certain problems of that public hearing on CDP 
36-95lSP 30-95, Lot 16 application, including due process policy. 

I initiated an appeal requesting your intervention in such building 
because: The California Coastal Zone was established to protect 
diminishing coastal environs from ill advised development. This is 
an ill advised location for a residence. 

The earth material underlying Lot 16 has fractured, broken away and 
massively slumped down. The resultant bluff is very steep. Some 
numbers of nearby lots to the north, show more recent fracture away 
from Lots 19, 20 and 21. This fact was pointed out to the Planning 
Commissioners. A video tape showing physical evidence of the fact 
was offered to them. The Commission declined to view it. 

The earth material which has broken away from Lot 16 has massively 
slumped because the structure is composed of detritus that is only 
moderately compacted. I brought three coffee cans of the material, 
along with photographs showing me scraping the material from the 
underlying structure. There was no need for a geologist's hammer. 
Just scraping with the edge of a coffee can broke away the material 
that underlies Lot 16. The Commissioners declined to view the cans 
of material or the photographs of where the samples came from. 

The testimony pointed out that a series of lots, formerly bordering 
the lower reaches of Beach Road, and composed of the same detritus, 
and the road itself built on the same detritus bordering Black Sand 
Beach, no longer exist. The bulk of the road has been obliterated; 
the lots severely fractured, slumped and eroded; washed away by the 
sea. One member of the applicant's team stated that the lots were 
two ( 2) to three ( 3) miles away, which is factually in error. None 
the less, the Commissioners accepted the false statement, even when 
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they had in their hands the CIVIL Engineer's report, with included 
maps showing the distance to be from 1,050 FEET through 1,600 FEET. 

In response to warnings of the California Coastal Commission, and 
as a trained geologist, I had more than casual interest in strata 
and sub-strata of the immediate area. I paid a California licensed 
geologist to survey my lot, prior to buying it in 1991. A geology 
professional verified that the set back of my house from the Lot 16 
sea cliff was a safe distance. He also spoke to the fact that the 
lots across the street, including Lot 16, were a geological hazard 
to building. 

The Catalogue(s) of U.S. Geological Survey Strong-Motion Records, 
(years) list numerous earthquake episodes in the Shelter Cove area. 
Almost every home on the Ridgeview Circle, Whale Point Court roads, 
on the bluff top in contention, was damaged in three April, 1992 
earthquake episodes. The house directly across the street from the 
Parcel 109-161-53 in question, 55 Ridgeview Circle, was destroyed 
in that April, 1992 Mendocino earthquake, in spite of the fact that 
it had been judged sound by Humboldt County officials and the home 
loan's appraiser. 

I have appealed to the California Coastal Commission the Decision 
of the Humboldt County Planning Commission, approving the Gary 
Johnson Coastal Development Permit (CDP) 36-95 I Special Permit 
(SP) 30-95, to build a single family structure on Assessor Parcel 
109-161-53, on property known as 40 Ridgeview Circle, Shelter Cove, 
California. This project is located within the Coastal Zone. 

I have appealed to the California Coastal Commission to initiate 
its own third party geological survey of a narrow bluff top lot 16, 
between Ridgeview Circle roadway and the precipitous seacliff face 
falling away to the Pacific. I have appealed to the California 
Coastal Commission to investigate the proposed building of a 
residential structure on a seacliff top, within the Area of 
Demonstration. An accumulation of ground water around the proposed 
building, creating further slumping, would quickly create the same 
situation that now exists on Shelter Cove Road just below the 
intersection with Toth road. Fracturing of that moderately 
compacted detritus and ongoing erosion of those fractures threatens 
the very roadway itself. It is precisely because of the risk that 
erosion of Lot 16 undermining Ridgeview Circle, and hazarding the 
sewer line beneath the street, that I have appealed to the Coastal 
Commission. I will abide by the view of a third party Professional 
California Registered Geologist. 

{~~~IJ~ 
William B. Rourke 
55 Ridgeview Circle 
Shelter Cove, CA 95589 
(707) 986-7798 

Post Office Box 3309/196 JEFFCO 65 
Evergreen, CO 80437 
(303) 674-1639, (303) 556-2920 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

For Planning Commission Agenda of: 
August 8. 1996 

[] Consent Agenda Item } 
[] Continued Hearing Item } 
[x] Public Hearing Item } ~ 
[] Department Report } 
[] Old Business } 

. Re: Johnson. Gary: Case No. CDP-36-95/SP-30-95: APN 109-161-53. Shelter Cove Area 

Attached for the Planning Commission's record and review is (are) the following supplementary information 
item(s): 

1. Copy of Preliminary Engineering Geologic Report (R-2) prepared for Gary Johnson by A.M. Baird 
Engineering and Surveying dated August 10, 1995 (last revision). 

2. Copy· of letter from A.M. Baird Engineering dated May 16, 1996 addressing the Area of 
Demonstration requirements and potential for landward bluff retreat. 

3. Copy of letter from A.M. Baird Engineering dated June 17, 1996 describing the extent of excavation 
proposed. 
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1100 MAIN STREET- P.O. BOX 396, FORTUNA, CA 95540- (707) 725-5182 

G - LAND DEVELOPMENT - DESIGN - SURVEYING 

County of Humboldt 
Building Department 
3015 H Street 
Eureka. California 95501 

January 25, 1991 
Revised August 1 0~ J 995 

A TIN: Todd Sobolik RE: Gary Johnson 

Dear Mr. Sobolik, 

APN 109-161-53 
Block 149 Lot 16 
Soils Report 
911269 

Pursuant to a request by Mr. Gary Johnson, I reviewed the above referenced building site 
for a soils investigation. This is in reference to a proposed residence for the parcel. As to whether 
the appli~ation 9f the residence has been officially submitted to the Building Department is not 
known to me at this time. I have not reviewed a specific foundation plan for this residen~. . 

I am furnishing this report to satisfy the grading requirements and soils report requirements 
. that may be required by the County of Humboldt as part of any presite inspection that might take 

place for the residence. I made a site inspection of said property off of Ridgeview Circle in Shelter 
Cove with the purpose of determining the suitability for construction. Observations of this 
inspection pertaining to the site soils are enclosed in this report. I inspected the site on January 17, 

· 1991, and again during the last week of July 1995. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

The site is· on the southerly stope of the Coast Range Mountains at about 200 feet in 
elevation. It is located approximately 700 feet from the Pacific Ocean. Access to the building site 
is off of Ridgeview Circle. 

I have attached a site plan for reference to the parcel size. I have attached an assessor's 
parcel map showing relationships of access road and the parcel size. 
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At the front of the lot (on Ridgeview Circle) there isan existing 1:1 cutbank which is 
approximately three feet in height Behind this, the lot slopes away from Ridgeview Circle at a+/-
5% slope, for approximately 60 feet. The remainder of the property drops down sharply for 
approximately 200 ft. to ·the Pacific Ocean. 

SITE, SOIL, AND GEOLOGIC CONDmONS 

Cutbanks in the vicinity have been observed, and test boles have been dug. The topsoil 
co'nsists of 6" to 12" of dark sandy loam. Soils from approximately two feet to three feet consist of 
dark col uvial soil; subsoil below this is a light brown sandy clayey loam. 

There is a special study earthquake zone directly East of this site. I have attached copies of 
that as referenced in nature of the property in question appears to be stable. There is no indication 
in the surrounding area of any slumps, faults, or springs that would be detrimental to the home site. 

This area of California is seismieally very active and possibly subject to earthquakes of large 
magnitude which can produce significant ground shaking. This high to very high level of risk of 
seismic hazard is typical for Shelter Cove, and residents routinely assume this risk. 

In recent studies of coastal erosion·rates for this area, it has been determined that noticeable 
changes in location, or configuration, of the bedrock sea cliff in the area for the past fifty years has 
not occurred This is due to the tough, erosion resistant characteristics of the basal bedrock which 
underlies the topical soils at seaside bluff sites. This basal bedrock is very resistant to direct ocean 
waves forces. and offers protection for the bluff face above at the site. 

At present. the most active erosion process attacking the coast at Shelter Cove is slumping 
of the marine terrace deposits as a result of concentrated runoff discharging down the face of the · 

· bluffs, large wave run-up washing up the face of the bluffs and/or ocean· spray attacking the bluffs. 
From published reports. the average rate ofbluff retreat in the area appears to be on the order ofless 
than twenty feet in the past fifty or so years. In certain areas along the coast, this rate has been 
exceeded in several instances in the past due to extreme wave action from very severe stonns . 
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Away from the coastline, in the hilly portion of Shelter Cove and southwest of the actual 
coastal range itself, the principal erosion process is that of concentrated runoff draining across the 
sloping topography. Rain runoff is gathered and carried seaward via a drainage system which 
appears to be highly structurally controlled. The actual amount of erosion on any given site within 
this area is dependent on the amount of ~oisture received, the amount and type of vegetation 
present, the slope of the land surface, and the type and amount of soil cover present 

Within the area of the subject lot, there appear to be no bank/slope instability hazards that 
would likely affect the site. Note that Ridgeview Circle has been in place some thirty years, and 
only shows minor settling cracks related to settling of the underlying road bed itsel[ 

. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In my opinion soils of the proposed building site are capable of supporting a load of 1,000 
pounds p.s.f.. A two story single family residence is a satisfactory use for this site provided that 
considerations are given to the recommendations presented herein. · 

1) Gutters are to extend along all roof lines and lead to downspouts, in tum, downspouts 
should lead to pipes carrying the roof runoff away from the bUilding site and away ftom areas of any 
fill or foundations which may adversely affect the site soiL 

2) All surface runoff should be controlled ~o flow and drain away from the foundation and 
site preferably to the West. Surface water flow should be directed offsite in a non-erosive manner. 

3) If any fill or tutbanks are to be installed they are to be constructed in conformance with 
Chapter flO of the 1991 Uniform Building Code. 

4) All existing and proposed fill and cutslopes are to be revegetated to prevent erosion, this 
is to be done to the satisfaction of local building officials. Protection of the slopes and bluffs is to 
be installed as soon as practical and prior to fall rains . 

5) If cutting ow; grading is to be done at a depth greater than 10 feet, this office should be 
contacted for further specific recommendations. 
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6) The foundation should be extended into natural ground. Footings should be at least 18 
inches below adjacent surface. The horizontal distance from the bottom of any footing to adjacent 
ground surface shall not be less than shown in figure 70-2, 1991 Uniform Building Code. 
Additionally, no structure should be placed within 20 feet of the edge of the steep slope facing the 
Pacific Ocean. 

7) Spread footings and foundation walls should be reinforced and be at least 12" wide for 
a one story and 15" wide for two story residences. Floor slabs should be reinforced by #3 
Reinforcing Bars at 24' c. c. each way and be underlying by at least 4" of class 2 aggregate base to 
act as a capillary moisture break, underlying by a vapor barrier. A sand blanket of 1 1/2" to 2" 
should be placed over the vapor barrier to facilitate the placement of concrete. 

8) All foundation design and construction shall be in conformance with Chapter 29 of the 
Uniform Building Code. AU footings are to meet the areas requirements for seismic criteria, as 
required by the current Uniform Building Code. When at such time building ptans·are submitted, 
review of the foundation should be made and more detailed discussion of the footing design is 
possible at that time. 

It was assumed that the existing test holes are representative of subsurface cO'n~tions 
throughout the site. If the proposed construction is modified, or resited, or if it· is found during 
construction that subsoil conditions differ from those described, the conclusions and 
recommendations of this report should be considered invalid unless the changes are reviewed and 
the conclusions and recommendations are modified or approved in writing. 

If you have any questions regarding this report. please feel free to contact me at 725-S 182. 
J 

TOR/sm 

4 

Sincerely. 

AltanM Baird 
Principal Engineer 
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A~;·:M. BAIRD 
Engineering & Surveying 
1100 MAIN STREET- P.O. BOX 396, FORTUNA, CA 95540- (707} 725-5182 

CONSULTING - LAND DEVELOPMENT~ DESIGN - SURVEYING 

Humboldt County Planning Department 
3015 "H" Street 
Eureka, California 95501 

ATTN: Erik Pearson 

Dear Mr. Pearson: 

May 16, 1996 

RE: Woods/ Johnson 

lfrl & @ &D Wi& IDJ 
·MAY 211996 

HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
.,lANNlNG COMMJ.s.t;tr~· 

Single Family Residence 
APN 109-161-53 

EXHIBIT NO. 1 

APPLICATION NO. 

Block 149 Lot 16 
911269 A-1-h1M-96-58 

SJJL/GEDf..(GIC (12 OF 15) 
TION 

In regards to the Humboldt County Planning Department's "Conditions of Approval" 
concerning the above referenced project,. I have investigated the site and surrounding area ... I have 
reviewed the counties' requirements concerning the "Area ofDemonstration of Stability". 

When construction grading is completed for this residence, the front 15 feet will slope 
down towards the road at an 8% slope. The flatter portion of the lot behind this is approximately 
50 feet (front to back) and will slope toward the road at a 1% slope. The remainder of the lot 
towards the rear drops doWii at an average 70% slope to the Pacific Ocean. 

J 

I have reviewed plans for the proposed residence; the back of the residence be set back 20 
feet from the edge of the previously mentioned bank at the rear of the lot. 

Bedrock erosion at the surfline is potentially the most substantial geologic hazard affecting 
the project site. 

Cliff erosion in the Shelter Cove area generally occurs along northeast trending fractures 
within the basaltic bedrock. these zones of weakness represent either joint systems or ancient 
faults. There are no major fracture systems on the proposed development site and therefore .no 
apparent avenues of significant land erosion. 

Large waves generated by storms coinciding with high tides and storm surges have 
produced accelerated sea cliff erosion on many portions of the Northern California coastline. 
Although not as well documented, tsunamis generated by earthquakes, can also produce coastal 
erosion. 



! :. 

Evaluations of old maps and surveys dating back to 1871 and analysis of aerial 
photographs dated 1941, 1966, 1970, 1974, 1980, 1981, and 1988 indicate very little bluff retreat 
in the past approximately 100 years at the project. Tuttle (1982) in his investigation of coastline 
retreat at Shelter Cove, has concluded that "measurements and study of the 1871 map and 1941 
aerial photos show very little change along this section" and that "three measurements were made 
on three different maps from aerial photos over a 96-year period. The measurements varied six 
feet and the accuracy was considered significant to about ten feet". · 

There are not indications of landward erosion during historic times. The western edge of 
the property is well buttressed by competent bedrock and there are not indications of soil erosion 
on the development or adjacent lots. 

In light of this evidence, it is my opinion that this structure may be safely located within 20 
feet. of the bank at the rear of the lot. I do not feel that the requirements imposed by the county•s 
"Geologic Hazards Regulations" need be adhered to in order to reasonably insure the geologic 
stability of this residence. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this review, please feel fre ·· o contact 
me at 725-5182. 

TOR/jb 

911269.sr 

J 
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A:M. BAIRD 'cd 

Engine·ering & Surveying 
1100 MAIN STREET- P.O. BOX 396, FORTUNA, CA 95540- (707) 72S.5182 

CONSULTING - LAND DEVELOPMENT- DESIGN -SURVEYING 

Humboldt County Planning Department 
3015 "H" Street 
Eureka, California 95501 

ATTN. ErikPearson 

Dear Mr. Pearson 

June 17, 1969 

Re: Johnson 

• 

JUN 191996 

HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
PLANNING COMMISSI!'!~' 

APN 109-161-53 
91-1269 

I have reviewed your letter of June 7, 1996 to Mrs. Connie Woods regarding the ab.ove 
referenced project. In that letter you have requested infonnation concerning the lot grading that 
is to take place with the residence. 

From discussions with the contractor, Mr. Charlie Woods, we have determined the total 
amount of soil that will be excavated from this site will be aproximately 40 cubic yards. This soil 
will be removed from this site and trucked to another project location in Shelter Cove. The work 
at this sit,e involves only excavation and will be perfonned in accordance with Section 3306 of the 
1994 building code; and as such is exempt from the necessity of a permit. This being the case, in 
my opinion, the proposed excavation by the contractor is both acceptable and necessary for the 
development of the lot. 
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A':M. BAIRD ('?~ 
Engineering & Surveying 
1100 MAIN STREET- P.O. BOX 396, FORTUNA. CA 95540 - (707} 725-5182 

CONSULTING - LAND DEVELOPMENT - DESIGN - SURVEYING 

Humboldt County Planning Department 
3015 "H" Street 
Eureka, California 95501 

ATTN: Erik Pearson 

June 25, 1996 

Re: Johnson 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 

APN 109-161-53 
911269 

Pursuant to our discussion today concerning the above referenced project, I have been 
informed by Connie Woods that all of the soil excavated from this Lot will be placed at 285 Beach 
Road (APN 1 09-201-14). That Lot is owned by Mr. Charlie Woods; the fill will be placed in 
accordance with the 1994 building code. 

Feel free to contract me if you have any questions or comments. 

TOR/m.th 
c:win6.0191·126-911r 

EXHIBIT NO. 
APPUCATION NO. 
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Terry O'Reilly, P .E. 
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LAW OFFICE OF 

NANCY A. CHILLAG 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

416 WILLOW ROAO 

MENLO PARK. CALIF"ORNIA 94025 

TELEPHONE: 14151 321·6796 

F"AX 14151 321-1167 

October 11, 1996 

California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

Re: Appeal No. A-1-96-58 
Johnson, Humboldt County 

Dear Commissioners: 

Received at Commission 
Meeting 

OCT 11 1996 

From: JJ '=1 ~1 

This office has been retained by Gary and Carol Johnson, the 
owners of the undeveloped property located at 40 Ridgeview Circle, 
Shelter Cove, California, to represent them with respect to the 
appeal filed by Mr. and Mrs. Rourke to prevent issuance of a permit 
to allow them to construct a home on their property. 

We have enclosed our formal response to the appeal. It is our 
understanding that the Coastal commission staff is recommending 
that the Commission open the hearing on this matter and then 
continue it to the November hearing. We have been informed by 
staff, however, that if we can demonstrate to the commission the 
lack of any substantial issue presented by the Rourke's appeal, 
that the Commission has the ability to dismiss the appeal and issue 
the permit. 

In light of this information, we are submitting this response 
to demonstrate that the Rourke's appeal lacks any substantial issue 
upon which this Commission can rule and we request that the 
Commission dismiss the appeal and issue a permit to the Johnsons. 
If the Commission finds that a substantial issue exists, or if the 
Commission is inclined to continue this hearing regardless of the 
existence of a substantial issue, the Johnson's reserve the right 
to submit an additional response which deals with the specifics of 
the appeal. 
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APPEAL A-1-96-58 
40 RIDGEVIEW CIRCLE 
SHELTER COVE, CALIFORNIA 
HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
APN: 109-161-53 

APPELLANT: WILLIAM B. AND MARY LEE ROURKE 
RESPONDENT: GARY AND CAROL JOHNSON 
COASTAL COMMISSION HEARING DATE: OCTOBER 11, 1996 

RESPONSE OF GARY AND CAROL JOHNSON 

EXHIBIT NO. 8 

APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HUM-96-58 
APPLICANTS RESmNSE 
(3 OF 43) 

TO THE APPEAL OF WILLIAM B. AND MARY LEE ROURKE 
FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

PROCEDURAL SUMMARY 

Mr. And Mrs. Johnson applied on November 27, 1996 for a 
building permit to construct a two story house on their coast 
side property. Prior to an issuance of the permit they were 
required to obtain Humboldt County planning department approval. 
In June 1996 Mr. and Mrs. Rourke sent a letter to the planning 
commission challenging the issuance of a permit. The planning 
commission scheduled and held a hearing on August 8, 1996. At 
the hearing Mr. Rourke appeared and presented his objections. 
After hearing Mr. Rourke's presentation as well as the 
presentation of the planning staff and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, 
along with their experts, the planning commission unanimously 
voted to approve the project subject to issuance of a permit by 
the Coastal Commission. The Rourke's did not appeal the decision 
of the planning commission. Rather they directly brought their 
appeal to the Coastal Commission. The arguments made by the 
Rourke's in the appeal before this Commission are identical to 
the arguments presented to the planning commission. 

A. 

THE APPEAL LACKS ANY SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 
UPON WHICH THE COASTAL COMMISSION CAN RULE 

NO CREDIBLE EVIDENCE IS PRESENTED BY MR. AND MRS. ROURKE. 

The Rourke's make extensive assertions regarding the 
geological conditions of the property in question and the Shelter 
Cove area in general. They use geological terminology and draw 
broad conclusions regarding the stability of the soil. Their 
ultimate conclusion is that no construction should take place. 

In the appeal the Rourke's do not cite one geological report 
to substantiate their claims. They do not quote one geologist or 
geological engineer licensed by the State.of California in 
support of their position. The Rourke's refer to a survey 
performed by a California licensed geologist with respect to 
their lot in Shelter Cove and that the geologist opined that the 
lots across the street (namely the Johnson lot) was hazardous. 
No report has been presented to the Coastal Commission, nor was 



it presented.to the Planning Commission of Humboldt County. 

Mr. Rourke purports to be a "trained geologist", yet he does 
not cite any degrees he received in the field of geology, nor any 
licenses that he has obtained as a geologist or as a geological 
engineer. Even if Mr. Rourke could produce such documentation, 
he fails to demonstrate that he has any training or experience in 
the Shelter cove or similar area. The engineer that has 
rendered opinions with respect to the Johnson property is 
licensed in the state of California, practices in the Humboldt 
County area, in particular Shelter Cove, and is fully experienced 
with the area. Thus, the only credible evidence presented to the 
Planning Commission and, now, to the Coastal Commission is the 
evidence presented by the Johnsons which is in support of 
issuance of a permit. 

B. THE ROURKE'S SELECTIVELY QUOTE THE HUMBOLDT COUNTY SEISMIC 
SAFETY AND PUBLIC SAFETY RULES. THUS IGNORING THE PROVISIONS 
WHICH SPECIFICALLY DEAL WITH THIS TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT AND IN 
FACT AUTHORIZE THIS DEVELOPMENT, 

1. What the Rourke's Request. The general theme of the 
appeal is (a) no site specific geological testing was performed 
with respect to the property, (b) no opinion has been rendered by 
a licensed geologist or geological engineer and (c) the code 
specifically prohibits building in the area of demonstration. 
The Rourke's reference specific sections of the Code to support 
their position. What the Rourke's fail to tell you is that the 
sections they rely on for support do not apply to this project. 

Through their appeal the Rourke's are requesting that this 
Commission require certain testing, sampling, etc. to be 
performed with respect to the Johnson property prior to approval 
of the building permit. They, in essence, are requesting that 
the Commission require the Johnsons to provide information far in 
excess of that even required under an Rl report. 

2. What the law requires for this project. The Geologic 
Hazards Land Use Matrix governs the types of reports to be issued 
for various proposed construction under certain site conditions. 
We have attached the matrix as EXhibit A. Based on the 
construction descriptions, the project in question comes under 
the low risk heading described as "Residential wood frame 
structures two stories or less on existing lots". Under the 
land designated as Level 3 Slope Stability, namely property 
located in the coastal Zone Area, which covers the project in 
question, only an R2 report is required. Please note that a site 
specific investigation within the parameters set forth in the 
code, did take place by the civil engineer hired by the Johnsons 
and the report discusses that investigation. Furthermore, even 
under an Rl report a soil sample would not be required. 

2 
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An R2 report (per the General Plan, see Exhibit B) may be 
prepared by either a registered geologist or a registered civil 
engineer experienced and knowledgeable in the practice of soil 
engineering. An R2 report was issued with respect to this 
project by Baird & Company which is a registered civil 
engineering firm experienced and knowledgeable in the practice of 
soil engineering. The credentials of Mr. Baird, the specific 
engineer opining on the Johnson project, are not challenged in 
the appeal. The Rourke's contend that only a licensed geologist 
can render an opinion and this is not true. No basis exists for 
requiring such an opinion, unless the civil engineer determines 
such an opinion is necessary, which was not the case with respect 
to the Johnson property. The Rourke's present no qualified 
opinion to this Commission that a geologist is required or that 
further testing is required. To hold the Johnson's to 
requirements equal to or even greater than an Rl report when the 
law itself, as well as their licensed engineer, does not require 
it, would be wrong. 

3. A project may be built within the "Area of 
Demonstration." South Coast Area Plan Section 3.28B 2. states 
that a project may be approved within the area of demonstration 
if the reports issued provide certain information. such a report 
was issued and accepted by the planning department. The Rourkes 
do not allege that the report failed to provide the required 
information, they simply and incorrectly allege that the Planning 
Commission cannot allow any construction in the area of 
demonstration. Again this is a misinterpretation of the Plan 
provisions. 

4. Additional Opinion of Johnson's Engineer regarding the 
above issues. To put to rest any issues with respect to the 
above, we have attached a letter from Allen M. Baird, the 
licensed engineer who rendered the opinions on the Johnson 
project and issued the soils report. see Exhibit c. In that 
letter Mr. Baird specifically opines that the type of testing and 
investigation requested by the Rourke's is not necessary. We 
also attach a copy of a report issued by a registered geologist, 
Cooksley Geoscience, Inc. (see Exhibit D), which Mr. Baird 
references in his letter. Please note that the minutes of the 
Humboldt County Planning Commission hearing in August documents 
Mr. Baird's testimony concerning his reliance on the cooksley 
report and his opinions reached as a result thereof. See Exhibit 
E, page 2) 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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C. THE EVIDENCE SURROUNDING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROURKE 
RESIDENCE CONTRADICTS THE POSITION THEY TAKE IN THEIR 
APPEAL. 

1. THE ROURKE'S USED LICENSED CIVIL ENGINEERS TO SUPPORT 
CONSTRUCTION OF THEIR OWN HOUSE, NOT GEOLOGISTS OR 
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERS. 

In 1992 Mr. and Mrs. Rourke applied for a building permit to 
construct a residence across the street from the Johnson property 
(not more than 100 feet). See map Exhibit F. As referenced in 
the appeal, the Rourke house had been seriously damaged in the 
previous earthquake in 1992. They applied to demolish the 
existing structure in order to build a new one. The point worth 
noting, however, is that they requested the Humboldt County 
Building Department to authorize them to use the existing 
foundation for the new house. In support of their request they 
submitted a letter from a licensed engineer who opined that the 
existing foundation was good and was not effected by the 1992 
earthquake. See Exhibit G attached. In reading the appeal you 
are left with the opinion that the instability of the ground 
caused major damage, but clearly if the site was so unstable and 
subject to massive destruction one would clearly expect to see 
damage to the foundation. Yet there was none. One is led to 
conclude that the damage to the residence actually occurred due 
to the quality of the construction of the house. 

The Rourke's conducted no soil sampling, obtained no 
geologist report and obtained no geological engineering report to 
determine whether their property was safe to build on or whether 
it would have an impact to the surrounding community. 

The Rourke's present no evidence as to why the ground under 
their house is any less stable than the Johnson property. In 
fact, they specifically use their property as an example of the 
instability of the area. Nor do they present any credible 
evidence that construction on their land does not have the same 
effect on the bluff, sewer system, streets, etc. as construction 
on the Johnson property. 

A condition of the issuance of a building permit for the 
Rourke property was the approval of this Commission and in fact 
this commission did approve the permit. To now deny the 
Johnson's a permit or to even delay issuance of the permit based 
on the Rourke appeal would be a contradiction to the past actions 
of this Commission. 

2. THE ROORKES SELECTIVELY CHOOSE THE PROJECTS TO 
CHALLENGE BASED UPON THE OBSTRUCTION OF THEIR VIEW OF 
THE OCEAN 

In 1991 the owner of the property two lots south CLot 14) 
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of, and no more than 60 feet from, the Johnson's property applied 
for a permit to construct a residence coast side. That project 
went before the Planning Commission for approval and all 
surrounding neighbors were notified. Mr. and Mrs. Rourke never 
challenged that construction. Please note the following: the 
Johnson's house is smaller than the house on Lot 14; there was no 
damage to the Lot 14 house in the 1.992 earthquake, nor was there 
any damage to the slope, bluff, sewer system, roads, or any other 
item of concern mentioned in the Rourke appeal. The Lot 14 
house, however, did not block the Rourke's view of the ocean, as 
the Johnson proposed project will, and thus did not merit 
challenge by the Rourke's. 

The owner of the property three lots to the north (Lot 19) 
of, and no more than 140 feet from, the Johnson property applied 
for a permit to construct a residence coast side. That project 
also went before the Planning Commission for approval without any 
objection from Mr. and Mrs. Rourke. That project, like the one 
to the south, did not block the Rourke's view of the ocean. 

All three projects are within the area of demonstration as 
defined by Mr. and Mrs. Rourke and as defined by the general 
plan. This commission approved the issuance of permits for both 
of those projects. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no substantial issue presented by the Rourkes or 
any credible evidence which justifies this appeal. We request 
that the Commission dismiss the appeal and approve the issuance 
of a permit to the Johnsons. 

In the alternative, if the Commission is so inclined to 
continue the hearing on this matter until November, the Johnson's 
request guidance as to what type of reports, testing, etc. the 
Commission.may request at such hearing so that the information 
can be gathered in advance and presented at the hearing to avoid 
any additional delays to issuance of a p~rmit. 

/ 
/ I 

Resp ctful su , '}) , _, · .. ··· · . " ;~:A t:/iV/l , p;. tZ . 
ncy A. CliJ.ll 

ttor~e for Respon~en s 
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STANDARDS 

1 Require t~ologic r~portn ~oco~ding to the Geologic Hazards Land 
UFJe Hatrix !Ill'; .f<;;>lltni!J; 

A R1 Report Requh-.•nt.s· 

1. A prP.l imin\lry engineering geologic: report 111nd a prel tm1n4ry 
~Qi h> englneoeril'lg rep::~rt eh,.ll be prepered forth~ classes or 
d~vr.lop~~t-.nt and har.ard .,r~"'" indJo~tted by "k1" in the Geologic 
Ha7A:-ds V.nd Uae Hatrh. 

2. Th-e pre Hmine ry l!lngin"!ering g.,ologic report eha ll b-e prepare·d 
by 9 cert.Hie'd "!ngineerJng geolog1st and sha 11 provide 9 

geological r•connaiss11nce and eval'uatJon or the pro,i~ot site 
and surrounding terr91n. The prl!llimlnary report shall 
identify ~reas or issues which o1ther do or do not require 
further engineering geologic and/or soils engineering evalu•tion. 

;. 

4. 

'l'he prel iminery eoi 1 "ngi nee ring report shell describe the 
nature ot the subsurr~ce soils end any eoll conditions which 
would •ffect the design and/or layout of the propo~ed 
development. ThA! report sha 11 include the locations and logs 
of any tel:lt borS ngs end percole tion teat results 1 f on ai te 
sew:tgo! diepopa) is proposed. The report shall recommend 
oNilS or 1Bsue8 of concern which. require llddi t1onal engineering 
o.r g"1folog1o ~vllhstion. 

The 11dd i tiona 1 inforrna ti l')n that 1 s ro.comr~l!lnded by th~ 
preliminary reports Ph!J 11 be provided or the proposE-d 
deve 1 opiDen!- _sh•J L b~ modi fiecS. tn. a void the ldo.atifhd ar~as 
of potBnthl inshbiUty. The proposed dev•tlopm~nt sblll b~ 
oi t.ed and deai~ned in ocoord'lnce with 'ttht r.•commend'ltions: of 
the r~port!' in order to minimize risk to lif'e and property on 
the project :;i tJ! and for any other af!P.cted properties. 

B. R2 Report Requi rv•r.l'ta 

NOTE: A report prepared by a ~gistered geologist is requir9d in th~ fault 
t=UP'iUt"e S~cilll StudJes Zone unless wei ved purs\.ll.tnt to tm Alquist.- Priolo 
Act. 

8 

1. A prt:Jl1min"'ry enginqering geologic report and " prel imi.nary 
soils eneineer.ing report shrl ll be prep•,r•ed for t~ classes of 

APPUCA TION NO. 

· developiDent and hazard .l!lreea; indicated by "R2" in t.hf! Goologic 
Hanrde Land Use M'ltr1x. These reports shall be prepered by 
ei.th'!r a re~1sterad geologh:t or a registered ~1vil en~inl!ler 
experienced and knowledgeable in the pr11ct1ee of soil 
engineering. These reports she 11 provide a geologic 
~conn~is~nce end ev~lu~tion of the project s1t4 snd surrounding 
terrain. (R~s. 05.:126, 12/17/65) A-1-If.M-.%-58 
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Adop~d 1£/10/f:.4 GENERAL PUN 

2. A $Oils enelneel"ing II011Jys1s may :ne~t the prel1mlntsry gttoJogic 
report. requirement Joe developments where th~ pri~~~ary concerns 
ere so1la mechanlcB and appropriate etruct.ural design. ln such 
cases it 1~ incumbent upon the engineer to consult a registerud 
geolor,ist should 1 t become apparent trust an adequate struct.uri'Jl 
solution requ1rue additional geologic lnput. If, after 
preliminary investigation of the project e1te and the surrounding 
tctrr£tl.n, no geolog1cB .l coneul t.at1on is felt by \.htt eng1neer t.o be 
requil"ed, 'tt'le engineer' s~ll certify that such «n evttluat1on is 
not. requ1red. It is :~.ncu111bent upon the guolol~lst. to recomnumd 
that a soils engineer be consul t.d when i 't becomes ~tpparent 't.tat 
so1ls mecnanl.ce analyses are nueuud. 

,5. The applicant eh11ll either provlde 8ddit1onal informEottion us 
recommended by the prelimln&ry geologic or eoils ~•port. or 
modify t.t1e application t.o avoid identH'1ed tarettiS of potent..iel 
inst.r~b111t.y. l'he pr-oposed development Sh~Jl be s1t.ed dOd 
designed in accordance With the recommendations of tn~ 

ruport(s) 1n order to m1n1m1.z~ risk t.o .lit·e ·end pro}>'!rty on 
tne project site and for tsny otner el'f~ct.ed properties. 

C. l'he above requl.nd geologic reports, "R1" tmd ''R~"• shu 11 be preps:sred 
1n accordance w1th the California Division of Mines and ~ology (CDMG) 
Not.e #44, "Recomrnendod l.;uide llnes 1'or Prep:ir1ng tng.innring Geologic 
Reports11

• t.:DMG Notes #37, 4), and 49 snall be uti.llted es applicable 
w.hen seismic or faul 't rupture naurds are 1aent.11"1ttd ~ts concerns. 

D. T.he report requirement lll&y be wei ved Wh41!n an adeqvBte geol oe1c 
uesese~~~ent ot. a suitable seale elr.,ady .u1st.s for t.tle &lttt proposed 
lor development. 

_. ~· .. _ The cri tel"1e JQr .d&'!ter1111n1ng. wne:ther .. ot' not a report is required when 
it. 1e disore·uonary include t.ne following; howevel.fi';''·wtJere evtsJuatlon 
of 1tems 1-6 ie inconclt.uuve, a etatelll<!nt ls requ.1.red by u reglGt.ered 
engine~r that a geologic report 1s not required for t;he serety of t.~ 
project. 

1) the site 1nepect1on of tne bulld1ng 1nspec'tor; 
2) geologic Dlllps ond reports eoveriut; the !tree; 
3) t.ne potent.lal forth~ development to ttffect adjacent prOpi!rty 

or improvements; 
4) tne degree to wnlch pub.Uc exposure to rlsk may be a fact-or; 
5) the e.1ze and soale of the proposed development.; 
t)) l'or oevelopnnsnt. wi 'thln ttle Coest.al Zone, the polici.ee of 

certified loco l coastal plans. 

F. Waivers of the R1 report requlrement.s as 1mhcHted in the Land Use 
Geologic &zard& Matrix, but not within cntical WatAtrsn.ds, may be 
provldeo for by ordinance wh~re consl~tent with protectlon of t.ne 
public health, safet.y, and weu·are and With tne Count.y's c~rt.l1.ied 
coasta 1 plana. 
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A.M. BAIRD 
Engineering & Surveying 

October I 0, 1996 

California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, California 94105-2219 

RE: Appeal No. A-1-96-58 
Johnson, Humboldt County 

Dear Commissioners: 

EXHIBIT NO. a 
APPUCATION NO. 

A-1-HlM-96-58 

fAPPLICANIS RESR:mE 
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I am the California Licensed Civil Engineer #23681 that submitted the Preliminary 
P,ngineering Geologic R-2 Soils Report for the Johnson Project. The report was dated August 
10, 1995. 

At the time of is.~Wing the report, and today, it is my opinion that it was and is not 
ncces.wy to consult with a Registered Geologist or Geological Engineer for alternate structural 
solutions and/or additional geologic input for the site. This opinion is based upon the following: 

J. At the time of the report 1 reviewed a Geologic Jla?..ard Report that was created 
for Lot 17, which is the lot immediately north of the Johnson lot and not more than J S feet from 
the location of the proposed structure on the Johnson property. The report was prepared by 
Cookslcy Geoscience, Jnc. Mr. J. W. Cooksley, the author of~ report, is a Certified 
Engineering Geologist (#285). 1 found nothing in the Cooksley report to indicate (a) that a 
building problem existed for the proposed "tructure at a 20 foot setback, (b) further testing was 
required, and/or (c) that the Lot was particularly unique from its immediate neighbors. Jn 
reviewing the report I am in total agreement with the conclusions reached therein. 

2. Dased upon my site inspections of Lot 16 and the surrounding terrain. in particular 
its location to Lot J 7, I was at the time and am currently unaware of any sjgnificant geologic 
dinercnce between J .ot 17 and Lot 16, or even any indication of a potential significant difference. 

3. 

~??J., .!?.~.., 
Allan M. Baird 
J>rincipal Engineer 

EXHIBIT c_ 
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GEOLOGIC HAZARDS INVESTIGATION AND 

SOILS REPORT FOR LOT 17, BLOCK 149, OF 

THE SHELTER COVE SUBDIVISION, 

HUMBOL.DT COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Work 
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The purpose of the work reported herein was to determine the 
suitability of the site, in terms of its geotechnical 
characteristics, for residential construction. Investigated were 
the .site and surrounding area·s topography/geomorphology, 
lithologies, soils and erosional· characteristics as they pertain 
to the principal geologic hazards of the Shelter Cove Area: 
Primary seismic shaking due to earthquakes, seismically induced 
slope failure, slope/bank instability hazards and, impact from 
surface creep/slippage and landsliding. 

It is CGt•s understanding that the proposed residential 
development on this lot will consist of a single-family, wood
frame residence with appurtenant structures. The information 
provided herein is presented in that context and pertains only to 
Lot 17, located on Ridgeview Circle, in Block 149 of the Shelter 
Cove Subdivision. 

~ The scope of geologic investigations and evaluations presented in 
this report is based on the Humboldt County Coastal Zoning 
Regulations, the California Coastal Commission Statewide 
Interpretative Guideline~ (1980) and the California Division of 
Mines and Geology·s Guidelines to Geologic/Seismic Reports. 

Site Location 

Ocean 
and 
of 
to 

Shelter Cove is located on Point Delgada on the Pacific 
some fifty-five (~5) air miles south-southwest of Eureka, 
approximately twenty-five C25) road miles west-southwest 
Garberville, in Humboldt County, northern California Crefer 
Highway Location Map, page 2>. 

Within Shelter Cove, the subject lot is located in the north
western portion of the community, at the intersection of Whale 
Point and Ridgeview Circle, on Ridgeview Circle. 
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Timing of Work 

Compilation and review of the geologic and geotechnical 
literature for the Shelter Cove area was completed prior to 
commencement of field activities. Field work was accomplished 
during the period 17 August through 23 August, 1990. Compilation 
and review of the field observations and report writings were 
accomplished in the week following completion of field work. 
Work on the project was completed, and the final report submitted 
at the beginning of the week of August 27, 1990. 

LIMITATIONS 

Chuck 
design 

This report has been compiled for the exclusive use of Mr. 
Southall, his architect(s), engineer(s), and other 
consultants. CGI is responsible for the conslusions and 
contained in this report based on the data relating only 
specific project and site as described in the Purpose 

opinions 
to this 
of Work 

section on page 1 of this report. 

In the event that any changes in the design or lacation of the 
proposed single-family, wood-framed residential improvments, CGI 
should be notified in writing of such changes so that we can 
determine if any modifications to our original recommendations 
are necessary, or if additional field studies are required to 
confirm our original recommendations. 

In addition, if any conclusions or recommendations are 
others, or in the event that ownership changes (whether 
gift, ingeritiane, order of court or . otherwise) we 
liability for any opinions, conclusions, assumptions, 
observation of data, analysis, or recommedations 
herein, should these opinions, conclusions, assumptions, 
findings differ from CGI's, unless such differinces are 
by CGI and approved in writing. 

made by 
by sale, 
disclaim 

or other 
contained 
or their 
reviewed 

CGI has prepared this report in accordance with locally accepted 
geologic hazard and soil investigation practices and makes no 
other warranties either expressed or implied. CGI disclaims 
liability for poor foundation performance if: 1) CGI 
recommendations are not followed, 2) if the type of structure 
or its general design is altered from that described in 
information provided us prior to submission of this report, 
unless in either instance· such deviations are reviewed by CGI and 
approved in writing. In addition, CGI disclaims liability from 
poor foundation performance resulting from .improper cinstruction 
techinque or use of substandard materials in ·foundation related 
construction. 

EXHIBIT NO. 
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The analysis and recommedations contained herein are based upon 
information derived from the public domain, proprietary data 
bases, proprietary analysis techniques, and field observations on 
and around the site. CGI makes no warranties either expressed or 
implied as to the excavation characteristics of the subsurface 
soils or rocks other than those described herein. The nature and 
extent of variations encounterd, if such exist, may not become 
evident until construction is underway. If such variations then 
become apparent, it will be necessary for a re-evaluation of the 
recommendations after performing on-site observations and noting 
the characteristics of any variation. 

Copies of CGI's full report should be examined by bidders, and if 
is recommended that they investigate the site conditions of the 
project and fully satify themselves of both the surface and 
subsurface conditions there, and base their bid accordingly. Itr 
is fruther recommended that a statement to this effect be 
provided the contractor<s> in their bid proposal. The subsurface 
investigation was made to assist in engineering design and is not 
intended for use in making cost estimates by bidders. 

No ground water was encountered during this investigation. This 
data has been reviewed and interpretations made in that context 
in this report. However, it must be noted that water level 
fluctuations may occur due to temperature, precipitation, 
seasons, infiltration, dirunal barometric changes, and local 
irrigation practices. Other factors not evident at this time of 
CGI's investigation may also effect changes. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Structural Setting 

EXHIBIT NO. 8 
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i~ In terms of potential geologic hazards within the Shelter Cove 
area, both the principal risk, primary seismic shaking, and the 
secondary risk, seismically induced slope/bank failure, result 
from the areas geographic location being within a zone of major 
global tectonic activity. <Refer to the Global Tectonics Map, 
the Generalized Geologic Map of Northern California, the Bouguer 
Gravity Profile across Northern California and, the Sea Floor 
Bathymetry Off California showing the distribution of principal 
morphological features.> 

A strand of the San Andreas fault comes on shor~ on the southern 
portion of Point Delgada, just to the west of Dead Man's Gulch, 
and departs out to sea, north of Shelter Co~e proper, in the 
vicinity of the mouth of Horse Mountain Creek, where it empties 
into the Pacific. On shore, through the Shelter Cove area, this 
seyment of the San Andreas fault manifests itself as a zone 
l1000 to 2,000 feet in width which trends roughly NNW-SSE, across 
the point <refer to The Generalized Fault/Fracture Zone Location 
Map>. The easternmost fault trace of the zone separates 
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Upper- Jur-assic and 
conglomerates to the 

Another- continental scale tectonic feature which contr-ibutes 
significantly to the seismicity of the area is the Mendocino 
fault/fr-acture zone <again, refer to the Generalized Geologic Map 
of Northern California and the Sea Floor Bathymetry Plot). This 
east-west trending feature intersects the San Andreas, and the 
coastline, some thirty-five (35> to forty \40) miles north, along 
the coast, of Shelter Cove, in the vicinity of Punta Gorda. 

Other potential sources of seismicity in the Shelter Cove area 
are possible movement along complex northwesterly-southeasterly 
trending compressional fault systems present south of, in, and 
north of, the Humboldt Bay Region (again, reference the 
Generalized Geologic Map of Northern California>. Within these 
systems, three (3) major fault zones <the Little Salmon, Mad 
River, and the Grogan) contain numerous active faults. 

Abrupt strike-slip movement along fault zones mapped in the 
vicinity of Garberville, east of Shelter Cove, could also produce 
significant ground motion within the Point Delgada area. 

Sequence of Geologic Units 

As mentioned in the preceding section, the easternmost fault 
trace of the San Andreas zone at Point Delgada separates 
Franciscan formation to the west from Upper Jurassic and 
Cretatceous sandstones, shales and conglomerates, to the east 
(refer to the General Geologic Map of the Shelter Cove Area). 
Within the vicinity of Shelter Cove, the Franciscan is comprised 
of intensely fractured sandstones, sheared shales, conglomerates, 
some chert and very minor amounts of limestone and glaucophane 
schist. These units, the Franciscan, to the west of the fault, 
and the Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous units to the east, comprise 
bedrock for t:he area. 

The top of the Franciscan Formation is marked by a buried erosion 
surface on which the Humboldt Creek formation lithologies were 
deposited. The Humboldt Creek Formation, a marine terrace 
deposit, consists typically of (from oldest to youngest/bottom to 
top in the sequence>: One Cl) to two (2) feet of fine-grained, 
light gray, silt and/or sandstone, overlain by about one (1) to 
five (5) feet of finely sorted pebbles capping basal wave rounded 
cobbles, overlain by up to sixty-five C65> feet of gray silts and 
subangular gravels. 

Depending on the specific site within the area, the Humboldt 
Creek formation can be overlain by either, approximately one <1> 
to three (3) feet of yellowish sandy clay, in turn overlain by 
twelve <12> to twenty-four <24> inches of dark sandy loam 
topsoil, or, by the informally termed Shelter Cove formation, 
deposits for-med by earth, mud and debris flow. 
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Mass wasting (landsliding) similar to that which formed the (3JOF43) 
Shelter Cove formation continues north and south of Point 
Delgada. Often it is initiated by ground shaking originating 
from earthquakes in the region. 

the Shelter Cove formation consists of lenticular to 
bedded, brownish, buff weathered, moderately 

angular to subangular fragments of various size 
variable percentages of silt, clay and sand. The 

are typically pieces of intensely sheared sandstone, 
and argillites derived from the Franciscan in the 

Typically, 
indistinctly 
indurated, 
containing 
fragments 
siltstones 
area. 

GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND ENGINEERING PROPERTIES 
OF THE SITE 

General 

The terms "geologic hazard" and .. risk" are used in a specific 
context in this report. The dictionary define.s "hazard" as "a 
source of danger or loss arising from a chance event". "Risk" on 
the other hand is defined as "the degree or probability that a 
chance event of loss or peril to a subject matter will occur". 

Within that context, the term .. Geologic Hazard... is used to 
identify specific chance events which could arise as a 
~onsequence of the geologic environment of a given site and which 
could occur at, or in proximity to, that site and might result in 
damage to, or loss of, improvements on the site <e.g.; 
earthquakes producing seismic shaking, slope/bank failure, etc.>. 

"Risk" is used to qualify the probability that such 
geologic event might occur within a given period 
<Typically, within a forty (40) year period for a report 
this: An estimate of the economic life of the proposed 
improvements) • 

a chance 
of time 
such as 
building 

Within the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove Area several geologic 
hazards, and potential geologic hazards, have been identified. 
They include, but.are not limited to: Primary seismic shaking 
(ground. motion) resulting from earthquakes, seismically induced 
bank/slope failure, potential slope/bank instability hazards and 
impact from surface/soil creep/slippage and landsliding. 

Regarding seismicity in the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area, due 
to its proximal location relative to zones of major global 
tectonics, this portion of coastal northern· Calif.ornia is 
seismically very active and susceptible to earthquakes of large 
magnitude which can produce significant ground shaking. The 
high, to very high, level of risk of this hazard in the area is 
typical for Southern Humboldt County locations and is routinely 
assumed by residents. 
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Generally, four (4) tectonic sources of large magnitude 
earthquakes affect the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area. The most 
common source of seismic shaking is the Mendocino 
fault/fracture zone which comes onshore some thirty-five <35) to 
forty <40) miles north, along the coastline. Large magnitude 
earthquakes that occur in this zone are likely to produce 
moderate to strong levels of seismic shaking in the Shelter Cove 
area. 

A second source of seismic shaking is the San Andreas fault, 
which cuts across Point Delgada (again, refer to the Generalized 
Fault/Fracture Zone Location Map). Historic data indicates that 
the San Andreas fault system is capable of generating large, to 
very large magnitude earthquakes, in the order of magnitude 8.4 
to 8.5, plus. Any such earthquakes originating from the San 
Andreas sy~tem near Point Delgada are likely to produce strong, 
to very strong, levels of seismic shaking in the area. 

Another source of earthquakes which could produce moderate to 
strong levels of seismic shaking at Point Delgada is the 
subducting of the Gorda oceanic crustal plate whose southern 
boundary is defined by the Mendocino Fault zone <Refer to the 
Global Tectonics Map). A number of earthquakes resulting from 
deformation of this crustal plate as a result of its "collision" 
with the North American plate have been ·of large magnitude, one 
of the most recent of which was a magnitude of 7.0, that occurred 
on 8 November, 1980. Large magnitude earthquakes that originate 
from this tectonic activity are quite likely to produce moderate 
to strong levels of seismic shaking at Point Delgada. 

The forth most likely source of seismic activity within the area 
arises from possible movement along complex northwesterly
southeasterly trending compressional fault systems present south 
of, in, and north of, the Humboldt Bay Region. Within these 
systems, three <3> major fault zones (the Little Salmon, Mad 
River and Grogan) contain numerous active faults. Large, to very 
large magnitude earthquakes that originate along these fault 
systems are likely to produce moderate, to strong levels of 
seismic ground shaking in the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area. 

Another potential source of significant ground motion in the 
Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area is abrupt strike-slip movement 
along fault zones mapped in the Garberville area, east of Shelter 
Cove. 

Other potential geologic hazards which can exist in the area are: 
Seismically induced bank/slope failure, potential slope/bank 
instability hazards and, impact from surface/soil creep/slippage 
and landsliding. Since the existence, or non-existence, of these 
hazards is very site dependent, discussion of these risks will be 
included in the more site/lot specific portion of the~ report, 
rather than in this section. 
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Presently, the subject lot is undeveloped with the only 
improvements being street, water and sewer hookups. To the 
east and north are undeveloped parcels, with the Pacific Ocean on 
the west. To the south, a residential structure exists. 

The lot is located on a moderately sloping surface of very young 
Quaternary sediments of the Upper Shelter Cove Formation at an 
elevation of bewteen 240 and 280 above mean sea level <MSL> and 
is presently covered with secondary· . sere vegetation . Cplant 
regrowth and rejuvination as a result of fire or other 
catastrophic event). 

Measured from Ridgeview Circle, a five CS> foot high road 
extends the width of the subject site. From this feature, 
lot "bumps" into a mild ridge for approximately seventy 
feet, generally striking N 30 degrees E, terminating on a 
steep slope approximately two-hundred C200) feet in height. 
site observation, the lot .. footprint" appears of sufficient 
to support a single-family wood structure (refer 
Recommendations, page 23>. 

birm 
the 

(70) 
very 
Upon 
size 

to 

Based on exposures in the street cut along the northern side of 
Ridgeview Circle across from the property and auger holes dug on 
the lot, geologic deposit that underlie the lot consist of about 
six (6) to twelve C12) inches of dark sandy loam overlaying 
another one (1) to two C2) feet of coluvial soil. Beneath the 
soil cover is approximately ten <10> to twenty <20>, plus or 
minus, feet of weathered, stress relieved Upper Shelter Cove 
formation. Below this surficial zone are mere competent materials 
of the Shelter Cove formation. While the actual thickness of the 
Shelter Cove Formation beneath the let is not known, it is 
suspected that it is greater than several tens of feet. 

Underlying the Shelter Cove Formation are marine terrace deposits 
<tenatively identified as Humboldt Creek Formation) which are 
comprised of bedded, brownish, buff weathered, moderately 
indurated, angular to subangular gravels comprised of fragments 
of Franciscan Formation rocks of the area. The actual thickness 
of what.is believed to be the Humboldt Creek Formation under the 
lot is also unknown, but, it is believed that it is greater than 
several tens of feet. 

No evidence of recent, Holocene (less than 10,000 years b.p.) 
faulting was observed on, .or immediately adjacent., to the subject 
lot. There were no surface fault ruptures present nor was there 
any indication of displaced strata. 

Potential Seismic Hazards 

Within the area of the lot the principal geologic hazards are 
seismically induced slope/bank failure and primary seismic: 

1 -, .. ,; 
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shaking r~sulting from moderate to large magnitude earthquakes. 
The potential sources for such events have already been discussed 
in the preceding section of this report. 

In view of the nature of the tectonic zone in which the site is 
situated, it is worth stating again that any moderate to large 
magnitu~e earthquake from any of the aforementioned sources is 
likely to produce moderately strong, to very strong levels of 
seismic shaking within the area of the lot. 

Bank/Slope Instability Hazards 

Comparative examination of maps and aerial photographs taken over 
an extended period of time (several decades, at least) provides a 
reasonable basis for determining local coastal erosion rates. In 
several such studies done in the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove area 
it has been concluded that discernible changes in location, or 
con~iguration, of the bedrock sea cliff in the area over the past 
fifty <SO> or so years are not in evidence. This is primarily 
due to the erosion resistant character of the basal bedrock 
<Franciscan Formation> which is very resistant to, and therefore 
protects the bluff face from, direct wave attack. 

At present, the most active erosion process attacking the coast 
along Point Delgada is slumping of the marine terrace deposits 
as a result of concentrated runoff discharging down the face of 
the bluffs, large wave run-up washing up the face of the bluffs 
and/or ocean spray attacking the bluffs. From published reports, 
the average rate of bluff retreat in the ar~a appears to be on 
the order of less than twenty (20) feet in the past fifty CSO> or 
so years. In certain stretches along the coast, this rate has 
been far exceeded in several instances in the past due to extreme 
wave action from very severe storms. 

Away from the coastline, in the hilly portion of Shelter Cove and 
southwest of the actual coastal range itself, t.he principal 
erosion process is that of concentrated runoff draining across 
the sloping topography. Rain runoff is gathered and carried 
seaward via a drainage system which appears to be highly 
structurally contro~led. The actual amount of erosion on any 
given site within this area is dependent. on: The amount of 
moisture received, t.he amount. and type of vegetation present., the 
slope of the land surface and the type and amount. of soil cover 
present. 

Within the area of the subject lot, there appear to be no 
bank/slope instability hazards that would likely affect. the site. 
Note that Ridgeview Circle has been in place some twenty <20> 
years, to date, and only shows minor settling cracks related to 
settling of the underlying road bed itself. 
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Erosional Characteristics 

As stated in the previous section, the most active erosion 
process attacking the bluffs along the coast of Point Delgada ·is 
slumping of the marine terrace deposits as a result of 
concentrated runoff discharging down the face of the bluffs, 
large wave run-up up the face of the bluffs and/or ocean spray 
attacking the bluff faces. On top of the bluffs and in the hilly 
portion of Shelter Cove, concentrated runoff draining across the 
land surface is the primary erosion mechanism. 

As there exists very steep embankments on, or immediately 
adjacent to, the subject property, significant bluff/embankment 
erosion is of concern. Field inspection of the lot uncovered no 
significant rilling or gullying effects of erosion on the lot 
"footprint". Utilizing setbacks on the subject site would help 
to insure structural integrity. 

Considering the slope of the lot, the type and amount of 
vegetation and amount of the soils present, soils at the site 
appear to be moderately erodible under conditions of heavy 
rainfall. As long as all drainage and onsite runoff is conveyed 

~ dff the lot in a non-erosive manner, the lot should not have 
erosion problems under conditions of heavy rainfall. 

Soils 

Based on exposures in the street cut along Ridgeview Circle and 
auger holes dug on the lot, geologic soil units which underlie 
the lot consist of about six <6> to twelve <12> inches of dark 
sandy loam overlaying another one (1) to two <2> feet of coluvial 
soil. Beneath the soil cover is approximately ten (10> to 
twenty <20> feet of weathered, stress relieved Upper Shelter Cove 
formation. A description of the lithologies underlying the 
topsoil is given in the preceding Site Description Section of 
this report. 

Near Surface Compressive/Bearing Strengths 

Based on field observations and the data obtained from the 
refra~tion seismic survey, the soils on the subject lot appear to 
have a minimal bearing capacity of about 1,000 pounds per square 
foot Cpsf) at a depth ·of one and one-half (1.5) feet. 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is the opinion of the undersigned that a single family 
~esidence can be design•d so as to directly, or indirectly, 
mitigate most geologic hazard risk levels on the lot if the 
recommendations contained herein are implemented. This is not to 
say that all geologic hazards can be eliminated from the 
development for such is not possible in an active tectonic zone 
such as that which encompasses the Point Delgada/Shelter Cove 
area. 

The high, to very high, level of risk within the whole area of 
the Point Delgada area is typical for southern Humboldt County 
and is routinely assumed by its residents. All geologic hazards 
cannot be eliminated completely, but geotechnical site evaluation 
followed by appropriate engineering design and construction of 
structures can minimize building damage and onsite seismically 
induced bank/slope failures. 

Recommendations 

* To mitigate the effects of strong seismic shaking, the 
residence should be of wood-frame construction. The 
minimum standard for construction of the residence should 
be in accordance with the latest edition of the Uniform 
Building Code <UBC> for the most seismically active areas. 

* Grading on the lot should be restricted to that required 
for foundation construction. A UBC foundation design for 
most seismically active areas should be completed and 
reviewed by a California registered c1vil engineer prior 
to issuance of a building permit. 

* The residence should be set on cut as much as possible. 
If fill is used, the topsoil should be stripped off before 
the fill is emplaced. 

* No structure should be placed within twenty C20> feet of 
the edge of the steep slope facing the Pacific Ocean. 

* All drainage and onsite runoff should be conveyed in a 
non-erosive manner offsite. 

* The residence should be set on excavated cut surfaces and 
fill materials should be avoided unless there is approval 
inspection by a certified engineering geologist or a 
registered civil engineer. 
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* All storm water runoff and onsite drainage should be 
conveyed away from the footings and foundation in a non
erosive manner offsite. The ground surface should be 
shaped to effect a slope downward from the foundation 
and/or footings of 0.5 per ten <10) feet horizontally from 
the residence or, french drains should be emplaced around 
the perimeter of the building in such a way as to prevent 
water falling from the roof, running off walls, and 
and running from the drainspouts, from seeping into the 
subsurface in proximity t.o the footings and/or foundation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~0~~~~~ 
Engineering Geologist 

Scott R. Clark, 
Assistant Geologist 

l. 
J •. w. Cooksley 

Registered Engineering 
Geologist # 285 EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HLY.c-96--58 
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HUMBOLDT COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: 

COMMISSIONERS EXCUSED: 

STAFF PRESENT: 

MINUTES 

AUGUST 8, 1996 

Kitch Eitzen 
Mickey Fleschner 
Mary Gearheart 
Dave Kirby 
Jeffrey Smith 
Jim Sorensen 

Garrett Smith 

Thomas D. Conlon, Planning Director 
Giny Chandler, Deputy County Counsel 
Steve Werner, Current Planning · 
Jim Baskin, Current Planning 
Ann Kilgore, Clerk 

The meeting was called to order at 7:45 p.m. in the Board of 
Supervisors ' Chambers of the Humboldt County Courthouse, Chair 
Gearheart presiding. 

The Minutes.· of the Revised JULY 11, 1996 approved (Kirby, 
Fleschner) by a vote of 4-0-2, COMMISSIONER JEFFREY SMITH AND 
CHAIR GEARHEART ABSTAINING; and Revised JULY 25, 1996 meetings 
approved (Jeffrey Smith, Sorensen) by q vote of 6-0. The Minutes 
of JULY 16, 1996 was continued to August 22, 1996. 

PUBLIC HEARING ITEMS 

1. G.f\RY JOHNSON, SHELTER COVE AREA; a Coastal Development 
Permit and Special Permit for the design review and 
development of a 1,245 square foot, one bedroom single 
family residence with· an attached two car garage with the 
living area above the garage. The residence is proposed to 
be served by public water and sewer. CASE NOS. CDP-36-95 & 
SP-30-95; PILE NO. AP109-161·53. (EJP) 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS OPENED. 

Approval based on findings in the 
staff report and a-s ·conditioned in 
Exhibit A. 

EXHfBITNO. 8 

APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HLM-96-58 .. 

fiUCANIS RFSfDNSE .3S OF 43) 
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STEVE WERNER gave the staff report summarizing the project. He 
spoke of the issue of the potential of bluff retreat. The 
applicant is required to provide a geologic report, this and an 
addendum were prepared for this project an~ are provided in the 
Supplemental. The report finds that the site is suitable for 
residential purposes but recommends a 20 foot setback from top of 
slope for building. This setback is included as a condition of 
approval. He referenced Mr. Rourke's letter regarding his 
concerns for bluff erosion. 

COMMISSIONER JEFFREY SMITH expressed difficulty in determining 
the annual retreat of the bluff. 

STEVE WERNER deferred to Baird Engineering to respond to this 
issue. 

ALLAN BAIRD, engineer for applicant; spoke of the history of + 
working in this area and has acquired an understanding of this 
area regarding bluff retreat. He referred to a report prepared in 
1990 for an adjacent lot and one for lot 14. In 1992 a severe 
earthquake took place and the residences engineered by his firm 
have not sustained any structural damage. They have reviewed the 
retreat of the bluff for the last 60 years. They have been able 
to determine that the retreat is less than 20 feet in about 50 
years. This is how he determined his recommendation of a 20 foot 
setback. This. lot is helped more because it wraps around and 
faces almost due .north, therefore, the wave action does not come 
into this toe. Also, there are no stress cracks in the road in 
this area. He recommends approval. 

COMMISSIONER JEFFREY ·SMITH asked about lot 14. ALLAN BAIRD 
responded that it is two ,lots to the south of this applicant's 
proper.ty. 

BILL ROORKE, Colorado and 55 Ridgeview Circle; during the 1992 
earthquake their home on Ridgeview Circle was destroyed. When SHN 
evaluated the home as not repairable, the house was rebuilt by 
Graceco Construction. He emphasized that he does not object to 
this project because of view issue or because he wants no 
neighbors. He spoke of another house which was built next door on 
the same side of the street. The applicant is proposing to build 
on the bluff top which he feels is inappropriate. He spoke of 
standing on the beach, looking back at the bluff face, and notice 
the slumping which has occurred. The slump is caused by ground 
surface water. He continued to speak of the slumping and that the 
applicant is proposing to build on land that has yet to slump. He 
commented that he is a geologist graduated from University of New 
Mexico ~n 1956 and is not licensed in the state of California. He 
then spoke of the bluff retreat and that it is masked by 
vegetation. The slumping is obvious. He then quoted from the 
Code. If allowed to build, this structure will contribute to the 
slope instability. He then referred to erosion at Whale Point. He 

(F:\PLANNING\CURRENT\MINUTES\ANN\8-8-96.MIN) 
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BILL ROURKE CONTINUED: spoke of other erosion taking place in 
this immediate area. He spoke of bringing a can full of shale 

I ~< which he scraped up WJ.th the can to demonstrate how soft this 
rock is. He also reached over the edge of Shelter Cove Road and 
scraped with a can to show the difference between the compaction 
there and that on the proposed site. He then referred to a road 
nearby which has eroded almost entirely out. He fears that this 
bluff will give way if this house is built. When it goes, it will 
take out the sewer line with it opposite his house. The drainage 
has been designed to drain away from the bluff, edge. He also 
expressed concerns for geologic instability of . his road and 
Shelter Cove Road. He further spoke of needing a SO foot setback 
from the top of the bluff. He spoke of this Commission not being 
on a site visit to g~t a better idea of what the reality of this 
site is. He made a video showing that the applicant is not 
blocking his view. He also went to the beach and took a view of 
what was a road and 12 lots that have eroded. He then went down 
Telegraph Creek and took a view up to where Shelter Cove Road is 
eroding. He submitted these cans of material and the video for 
Planning Department's records. He is asking that this not be 
approved as a bailding site. 

CHARLIE WOODS, agent and resident of Shelter Cove; builds houses 
in Shelter Cove. He pointed out that the lots which eroded on 
Beach · Road are · quite some distance away. He spoke of the 
geologic reports done on all of these properties which 
demonstrate the retreat •. He spoke of the erosion on Shelter Cove 
Road being several miles away. The bluff is about 250 feet high 
and the toe is about 75 feet away. This bluff does not drop 
straight down. There are other houses in this location which were 
not substantially damaged by the 1992 earthquake. The applicant's 
house will be a steel-~ramed house which makes it highly 
earthquake proof. He spoke of the 20 foot setback requirement. He 
urged that this Commission use the information provided by the 
California licensed professionals. 

CAROL JOHNSON, applicant; explained that they did their homework 
before they bought the land and that they have measured the 
risks. She feels that Mr. Rourke does have a view and when they 
build part of it will be destroyed. That this is his real issue, 
not the issue of safety concerns. She also spoke of the whole 

. state of California being an earthqua~e area. This is part of 
11ving in California. She believes that this is a buildable 
place. There is no way she would live in a home that she believes 
would go off a bluff taking her family with it and requested 
approval. 

COMMISSIONER KIRBY explained that this Commission has been to 
Shelter Cove and have firsthand knowledge of this area. He has 
seen this lot and does not see the necessity for submitting Mr. 
Rourke's video. 

(F:\PLANNING\CURRENT\MINUTES\ANN\B-8-96.MIN) 
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ALLAN BAIRD; referred to a letter sent May 16 regarding the area 
of demonstration of stability. He spo~e of the types of materials 
submitted to substantiate his report";• He quoted a statement from 
Don Tuttle, Public Works Department regarding the retreat of the 
bluff in this area of demonstration. 

THE PUBLIC BEARING WAS CLOSED. 

COMMISSIONER FLESCBNER commented that he feels the project meets 
the technical requirements. He concurs with the applicant and 
that they should be able to take their own risks. 

COMMISSIONER KIRBY commented that he has had concerns of projects 
in this area. He has come to the conclusion that if people choose 
to live in dramatic places, they subject themselves to more 
risks. He also pointed out the Mr. Rourke apparently 
likes this area becau·se he had his house rebuilt on the same lot. 
If he felt information were being withheld from buyers in this 
area, he would oppose more projects out there. He feels that if a 
buyer is well informed, it is their business as to where they 
choose to build when the requirements of law are met. 

THE MOTION WAS MADE (Kirby, Sorensen} to approve this project 
based on the findings in the staff report and as conditioned in 
Exhibit A •. 

CHAIR GEARHEART spoke of trusting the experts in forming 
decisions. 

THE MOTION PASSED BY A UNANIMOUS VOTE OF 6·0. 

2. LELAND ROCK, ALTON AREA; a Conditional Use Permit, Surface 
Mining Permit, Reclamation Plan and review of financial 
assurance cost ·estimates for an in-stream surface mining 
operation involving the annual extraction of up to 100,000 
cubic yards of river-run material from the Van Duzen River. 
CASE NOS. CUP-34-94, SMP-05·94, & RP·05·94; FILE NO. AP20l-
262 -o5. (JRB) 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS OPENED. 

Approval based on findings in the 
staff report and as conditioned in 
Exhibit A. 

EXHIBIT NO. 8 
APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HLM-96-:8 

APPLICANTS RESroNSE 
(41 OF 43) 
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AU9US1. 24, 1991. 

neptwL elf 1nopcc:t.ion of exist.ing foundation 

l insvucted the existing foundation twice. once on July 30. 199 .• u.uu oncf: ou 
Au9u~t 7, 199l. The existing foundation is in good condition. It appears 
to have suff~rQd no damage from th• •eismic PVPnt nf April 25, 1992. The 
plans show an adequate amount of steel in the foundation, and l was informed 
of a conversation with the builder in which he said he added more steel. 

!a$Ud UJJ thtse observations and reports 1 hereby certify that t.h• foundation 
i5 ~dequate !or ua• to r~build another strurturQ of th~ same size. shape and 
U5•gt as was previously built. 

1£ you hava any questions, please call me. 

EXHIBIT NO. 8 
APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HI.M-96-.58 

At'l"LILAN :-..; ~.tUN:;t; 
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1".0. Eox U~, 
Arcata, CA 95521 
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FROM: I<.ON t CA FAX ro: -415321118? 

A.M. BAIRD 
Engineering & Surveying 
1100 MAIN STREET- P.O. BOX 398, FORTUNA. CA 85540- (707) 725-1182 

- LAND DEVELOPMENT - -- URVEYINO 

Nancy Chillas 
c/o Carol Rees-Johnson 
17880 Holiday Drive 
Moraan Hill. California 95037 

October 4, 1996 
EXHIBIT NO. 9 

APPUCATION NO. 

A-1-Htrl'i-96-58 

ENGINNEER' S (1 OF 7) 
RR: JobPson 

APN # 109-161-53 
Block 149 Lot 16 
Shelter Cove. Ca1ifomia 
91·1269 

l>car Ms. Chillaa~ 

As requested by Mrs. Carol R.ees.Johnson l have reviewed a letter from Mr. WiUiam 
Rourke to Mr. Robert Merrill or the C..dfornia Coastal CommifSion (undated) regarding tho 
clcvclopmenl of Mr. and Mrs Johnson•• house at 40 Ridgeview Cirde in Shelter Cove. ln 
addition, 1 have reviewed a soils report dated August 10, 1995 tba1 I had created for this lot, as 
well as a Oeologic Hu.ards Jnvatiption for the Jot directly to tbe nonh ofthe Johnson Jot (dated . 
August. 1990). 1 have also referred to the Humboldt County General Plan Volume 2. IOUlh 
coast area plan of tho Uumboldt County local coastal proarun, April of 1990, u well u the 
Humboldt County General Plan. Volume l, December 10, 1994, and tho appendix to Titlc JU, 
Division I of' the Humboldt County Code· Coastal Zonins lleguladona (no date). 

1 have been asked by Mrs. Roes-Johnson to review Mr. J\ourke'aleuer and provide a 
response to hi.4£ individual items. Mr. Rourke's letter baaic:ally quot• HClions of the County 
Code, sometjmes verbatim. sometimes not. He provides bia own written retpanse to some 20 
excerpts from the County Code. As a method of providing some clarification our responses lo 
Mr. Rourke's ideas. I have gone through Mr. Rourke's letter and tried to aeparale out his 
responses (see attac;hed). J have labeled his responses alphabetically from A thru T on his lOiter. 
Jn my letter to you l will retype hi• response ftom A tbru T and provide a counter response from 
myaclf immediately aftar hit rcaponsc. · 

A) 1'he ap]JIIlant tJJ.m'l$1hal brlilding the Sleelframe ruithnt.:e ~a· propcwd ,.~ttlte~ 
t'CtHOVQ/ of ptOICCI/ng IIQ/IINZ/ Wf'lllliOH fi'Om the IOJ1 of the INI&Iif/ bluff, dufab/isJring the 
bluff substrata, increasing the prt~bability oflandslidt: I ero.tion of the .adifl. 

B) '/'he appel/aJ11 a.utJrlathal huildi"' IM .tteel/raJM two slt1ry resldtnce wouldplaCB a 
signJjlcalll .. ~eight UJJ(RI tml}' mOikrately CXHI'Ipacttd ttrata jorMil'lg the .wac/iff. thu.t ri.tling 
failure illfracblre oflhe bluff ltiJI. a.v t:llll he ,vee11 on Immediately tlllja«trl s-eacli/f. .l'i'actfll'f: of 
lire .tlrata, wilhfurther Jlumping, wcJUid hazord Ridgeview Circle roadr#ay and its utr:ierlying 
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.,ewerlir~e.. ltl the detriment of public sajflty. 

C) The appellant assert3 that grading of the lot for ffJUI'Idatiotr. aJ'IIl placement of the 
proposed jiJ'IICJure, WJ/J; contribute signijicanl/y fh ero.tlon. and the weight WI/J. ''Untrlbute 
to glt)/DgiC im•labflity. 

Mr. Rourke's first three items of concern A, B. and C. basiG&Jly ~tate that construction of 
the residence will lead to dcstabiliT.ation of the bluffbecau*C of removal ofvegetation. u woll as 
the additional weight imposed ftom the structure md the overall gradins of the site will 
contribute to geologie instability. l'hesc facton were all disa1ssed in our aoila report on pages 2 
and 3 aa well as in the geologic report by Cooblcy on paps 21 and 22. lt is our general 
consensus that these concerns by Mr. Rourke are unfounded and that the homesite will not 
contribute to the instability of the hill side in this area. From my own diSCUJsion• with the 
contractor. it is understood that all of the surface drainage from thia Jot 'Will be directed towards 
the street. •w•y from the edge of the bluff. In addition. the weight of the &oil to be removed 
from the eonatructiou site is greater than tho weight of the proposed oonstruction; this wiU make 
the bluff tip safer than it ia now. 

D) Ncrw development shall be cons/slant with the adoptad HumboldJ County Sqfely and 
Sci~'lllic Safety element of the General Pkm. Specifically, whfn siting naw tkwlopment, the 
NatUI'al Hazordsi/And llse RU/1. Rating Matr~ Chapter J of VoL I mould be used in 
cotl/UIICtion with plates/. 1/, & IV. Platts I and II ar1 maps c/6/lntail"' sei.wt~ic %OI'It!.t reltJtlng In 
earthquait.c3 shaki11g as wall as land stability and other natural hamrd conje~rmatiun. Plate /Y 
tkji11cs the Alquilt·Prlolo special studies zona established by Chapter 7.S Di¥isio11 Z of the 
California Rc.fDflrce.c Code. 

Appe.llant as.'fert~· that tn "sili11g (the proposed) 11tw development, the Natural Hazards! 
I .and U5e Risk Ratl11g Matrlz, Chapter J tdYol. I (we1·e N01) u.~ in conjtmction with plute.tt /, 
II, and IV. Specifically: 

Mr. Rourke makes reference to plates 1,11. and 1V which arc maps showing earthquake 
zones and slopes stability related it~uts. Jn fac;t, these plate• (maps) have been repla=i with a 
more cun·ent updated map (see enclosed: The General Plan Oeoloaic Map which hu been 
adopted by the County in 1984. The Geologic hazard Land Use Ratin,g Matrix. Chapter 3 of 
Volume I (Figure 3-S), as weJJ as the Geologic Hazards Land Use Matrix of Appendix: to Title 
IV). Division 1 of the Humboldt County Code - C..oastal Zoning Repletions (Figun 1) merely 
dictates which type of geologic investigation is needed for each specific development. For 
residential development in this area the Geologic Ha.r.ards l..and Use Ma1rix calls out for an R2 
Sojls Report to be provided. Mr. Rourke atatea that the Matrix was not used in conjunction with 
the Plates (or maps). In fact, these arc two Jcparate issues. The Matrix: merely tells you which 
type of report is required. When writing the R2 report the author needs to refcrcnc.c the maps. 
which we have done on page 2 in our report, and Mr. Cooksley has done on page 11 of his 
report. 

E) Hazard Review - The C_ounty shall ... require soil engineering and geological 
e11gincering irrve.rtigatiolls .. for classes of rlevelopme11t a11tl hazard QTeM cu shown in Tabla J 
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(JN:Ip 3·1 / .... ). 

F) 1M appeOant lllm1S that the r1qulrul pologic engiMirlllg in"M.ttlgation WAf NOT 
done I pre.wmted to the 1'/QIIflhrg Commission. · 

Now Mr. Rourke ii refonins to tbc Humboldt County General Plan Voh1me Jl- South 
Coast Area Plan. Aprill990. More spccific:ally, he is seleolivcly quotina paraaraph B.l 
(Chapter 3, Pase 9) of the aouth coast area plan. 

Mr. Rourke Js basically stating here that the County requires the developer to provide an 
engineering soils report and in fact, we did submit that report to the Buildina Dvpartment It wu 
approved by the Duildin& Department. Mr. CookaJey'a repon wu al•o submitted and approved 
by the Building Department. 

G) '!IJe QJJJiellant a:~-•rt.'i thtlt the CJY/1. engineer nports wlnnitted do NOT include 
de.\'CriptiOns of the muderatcly compat:ted de1Titu1jrum the King R.f.lnp of mormtalns, which tR'f 
the lllhstrata undeTiytng Whale Poi11t Court and Ridgeview Circle lind iu aefjacent Jots; n01' is 
any mention made of 1M ""'~ manifostlltion of the San Andn:46 /alllt line. along Humboldt 
Loop road, tllfltleriiatcly ~hind Whale Jloilll Court mid its very ret:tmt illjblelat:e tm all 
contipous lou. 

Mr Rourke has asaerts that there is a difterent type of aoil found on the sites, specifically a 
compacted detritus. However, the geologie report by Cooksley, a registered engineerins 
geologist, clearly deacribes which type ofloil is actually found there on pqca 12. JS, 17 and 22 
of his report. It was deteri_Uined that sub&Oils of the site are of adequate strenath to support the. 
proposed developn1ent. This Js mentioned on pase 23 of Mr. Cooktleya report. and on pase 3 of 
our repott. Mr. Rourke also asserts that a surface manifeatation ofthe San Andreu Fault line is 
evjdent along Humboldt J .oop Road. immediately behind Whale Point Court. This too is 
incorrect. The County maps, in fact, show San A.ndroaa Fault hoadq out to sea.10uth of Shelter 
Cove. A field survey has been done within the past two years at Shelter Cove to try to del ermine 
1oca1ized fault lines in the area. To the best of my knowledge thi• data has not been published yet. 

II) 'Tho CIVIL engineer report~· submiuf!d do NOT refer to the IIIQI'by hou# C<»Uiructed (m 

lot /4. on .tlumpcd ero.tlon matuia/ evidcn&ing hi1toric ltltlt:ll/f ftlllve,· 1101' to obliteration of 
lnLt 9 through 14 alfiiJg the former Jleach Road and the rtJIIII il8elf; nor 1M cwrent evidence of 
erc,siu, (1/ the ~'eaC/if]; vicinity t( lots 20. 2/ and 22; nor lite unqw81ionable evidence of crolion 
all along the toe of the clljf. Tht. civil engineer repur~· [)() COif/inti that the area t~· leiA'#IIIcoll}l 
actiwr and particularly S~~~Ceptib/e to jl'tl&turc (llfa erosion of dlslgnabld un:ituhle strata. 

Mr. Rourke makos ICVCtal uoertains in tbis paragraph. the first being some alleaed slumps 
in the erosion material near lot J 4, Jn raca. there is some minor aoil that .... eroded down the 
bank along the entire lenath of the cliff This is common throuabout. any coastal area and is not 
indicative of an impending major slope failure. Another assertion that he makes iJ that lots 9 
throuah 14. alof\i' the foJ'IIlel' Beach Road have been obliterated. To the best of my knowlodge, 
there were no other road• or lots created down hill from thia site. Ha apcaka of erosion of the 
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scacllirin the vicinity oflota20, 21, and 22 and of an alleged unquestionable evidence of erosion 
alJ alona the base ()(the ,mr. Again. at the base of any ditfthcre will be son1e material that has 
slumped down. However. as indicated in the report on page 2 J. thia is not indicative of an 
impending major &tope ft~Uure. 

I) "Geologic «»ldititnu, im;/qding ... rock types and charactoristica in addition to .flnlc:tural 
feaJure.s; ~vch as bedding, jCJitJis, aPidjaults" included in Qt/denda refer to "basal rod" visible 
along the shore as a rather thin underlayment. hu~ N01'1o the "Geologic Sllbstrrlla sediment 
whir:h c;ompose.)· the bulk of the underlying structure of lot I 6 tllld the whole (}f Ridgeview Circle 
at1d Whale Puint Cortrt, cu required. 

Mr. Rourke implies that we have not. and Mr. Cooksley has not, adequately described the 
underlyJng soits at the Site: However. both reports are vezy thorouah in describinslhe overall soil 
conditions at the site. 

J) The hou11 on ne01by lot J4wa.s buill em sa&Wiiff landslide material8lump.!d away from 
the bluff, evidencing seacliff falhtre. 'The wry prominent "scoop" of the seacliff behind /(J/.f 20, 
21 und 22 are the must telling evidttnce of past and potenJiallantblide conditions. 1'he.••t. two 
visible cxanple.J of past lands/Jde.v me 1vidence of the inhennl .tlope ira.tlahilily of the 
UIJdi!rlyilrg .w,b.rii(J/Il. '/'he. two examples of uaclifffai/ure-kmd$/ide-j1rCJdd/e the Jobn.Jan lot 16 
~·itc. OIJd tvldence the prJtenlial tJ/ landslide ufthat lc~ bluff top with de'tlllopm111t plac«< 0}1 it. 

This paragraph by Mr. Rourke ia osxntially the Jamc as panaraph 0, above, where be 
aJlcdaes that minor sluffing of seadifT material indicates that the entire seac:Jifr is about to fail. 
Again, this is incorrect. I have reviewed a soils report created for lot 14 by R.E. Futrell. k.C.E M 
22.772, of Pacific Crest Bngineering (Nov. 1990)~ In 1his report there is nothing to indicate that 
the houae on nearby lot 14 was built on seaclifTiandsJide material sl~mped away fi'om the bJufr, 
cvidencina aeaclifr failure. 

K) 1M substanJial WQight of a two story building on tlu! tkmonstrated unstable ·"'"·''II'Qia 
cerroinly has tire potenlial of ~et1i11g off othcl'fmctllrt jalhlre, reSIIItirq; In landslide, wilh 
probable failure of Ridgeview Circle road aJJd .~eWer lin4 btmeath it. 

This iA a prime eUrnple of the "slippery slope" argument. The allegation is that a sma11 
insignificant event is auppose to lead to a major c:atastrophi~ ftlilure. Again, we do not concur 
with Mr. Rourke. As was menti<med in our response to hia paragraphs A~ B, and C above. 

L) Removal of the tree.1 covering the lot /6 bill[! top for fountlation. will expo# 1M 
subsuljactt to water itlfiltration and frn'tMr 1M l1Uill.billty of tiH1 substrata. After constf'llction, 
concentration (If vel)' heavy ra/11 nmoff from the building roqf could further hazard the site to 
eTo.,·lti/1, il~t·reaseti lmlability mid fa,lllslicle. 

Construotion of the residence on the site wiU cover any tree root areas that have been 
Clltpo&ed, and any other excavations for tree removal oan be backed filled as required. This is 
mentioned in our soils report. Also mentioned in our 10ils repon are requirements for deatins 
with the drainage from tho house in order to prevent erosion at the site. Again, aJI of the 
drainage from the street will be directed toward• Ridgeview Circle. 

(4 OF 7) 
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M) Probably adequately addr~d by tlt1 Civil ;;,g;,,__, rerJml, g;..., thclt oonst,.,clion 
pra11ces arc ~red to witht:»>t '""WIIJDII. 

Mr. &ourke is correct that these isaues were addressed by our soils repon. AI a pan of 
the inapect.ion procesa (by the County Building Department) during oonstruc;tiOil of tho reaidence, 
the building inspector verifies that all of the rowmmcndations mentioned in the aoils report are 
adhered to by the builder. · 

N) Rwm the CIY/1, Jt:nginelr re}Jurt statu: "Thi.~ area f( Cultfomia is seismically very acllw 
a1rd ptJSSibly ~vbject to earlhquaus of kuge magnitude which can produce significant ground 
shaking. Tltis high to WI')' high kvcl of ri#. of seismic Jmard u typical /DI' SMite!' Cow:. tmd 
ntsidents routinely tUSiflllt! lhts 11$/c. " 

If II we,: a rlsA Otli)J lo residenLt 011/ot 161 would hold my CDIIItWL /fear it i.r a risk tr1 
the l'f'JQdwa)J, the sewer lint, and fo all hou~'lho/ds on Ridgeview Circle. 

Mr. Rourke again is reiterating hil fear that construction of this house will brina down lhc 
entire hillside. Again, the Jicensed profeAionaJ engineers and aeoiOIJiatl do not c;;oncur. 

0) None the Jes.'l. the tteptN'IjaiLf to addl"e.u: the ''Polfln/Jal effw:ts oj.\'li.wic f()l'ct.t ,,,wiling 
from a MAXIM{IM CRJ.-:1)/Il/.F: F'.ARTHQUA KF:,•" My hnttH at:I'D$.t the .ttreel ji'OWI the 
propo.flll-55 Ridgeview C~rtle WDS totally rhS~rrJyed by lite Aprll/992 Me11ducino quake, of ont, 
a6.J magnitude. 

. ln fact the R2 soils report doea take in lO account a maximum credible earthquake; that is 
the whole purpoae for requiring a R2 soils report. To the belt of my knowledge, the onJy house 
that received significanl structural damage in the 199% earthquake, whieb by the way had a 
maanitude Qf7.1. was Mr. Rourke's residence. It is my undentandina that this residence was not. 
at that time. built to code; ie did not have the required lateral strength to reaist an earthquake or 
wind forces. Whether this wu a desisn error or a construction error is not known to me at this 
time. However, again through my close contact with nearly all the buildera in the Shelter C'..ove 
area, as far as J know this was tbe only reaidcnc;e that suffered significant damase in that 
earthquake. Upon Rviow of'Mr. Rourkcs project file at the County Building Depanment. it has 
been determined by Mr. Marvin Chapman, RC5 40310, that the fouodation for Mr. Rourke• 
hauae was "adequate for uae to rebuild another structure of the aame lizc, shape and uaqc u 
was previously built". 

P) The CIY//, F'.ngineer rcport.t provided to the Planning Cunrmi»'iun ril.1 N01' "cva/.llatc the 
o.ff.sit6 impacts of development (e.g. ~lopment CC»Ill'ibuling to geological in.rtabillty tJII acc•&."
roadt) ..... 

7'he CJY/1# F.ngi111tl' npol't.~·JWOVIrkd to the Pllllrning Commi#lon do N01' " .... delllil 
mitlgatlcm meflSUresfor aJtV potelltiallmpacts .... "m1r do they " .... t•tlinr Q/ten~atiw .w1lutirlllt". 

The (..7Y/I. F,ngi'lf!er reports provtdld tu the Planning Comnfll•ston f)() ". .. eX(IIY&v a 
prtJ/e.t.flrmal rplnit»l a~ ttl whether the project ct111 be de.fiped ,,.,, that it will neither he .\'flhject 
to nor comrlbute. to 8ilfll/(iCIJIII geologic instability througho111 t- life span of the project", b11t 
the CIVIL Engineer pl'ojlssional opinion is NOt the Gt::OLOGJCAL Engi111er prof•ssional 
opi11i011 called/or hy poli''Y 

NO " ... cunenJ/y acceptah/e tllglneering ~·lability atrtl/y.ti.t method" wa.f referenc:etl. nor 
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did the CIVIl# Engilute' report " ... de.,'Crlbt the degree ufuncertQinty of analytical rtl.flllla due to 
assumpti011s and uiWtowns~ as is requirtd by Pf1licy. 

Mr. Rourke has several issues in this paragraph. The first issue is dealing with off-lite 
impacts. ln our opinion there are no ofFrslte impacts of development for this project. l'bc houac 
itselfis the entire project and its access driveway has been included in our original analysis. Mr. 
Rourke feels that we need to detail mitigation measures for potential impact. Again, we do not 
feel that there are any other potential impacts thal would be jmposed by this development. 
Therefore. no alternative solutions are needed. Mr. Rourke also implies that a Civil Engineer is 
not qualified to express the opinions that are required by the policy. However. the poJiey doC~ 
not g.IJ out for a Beological engineer to provide input on this matter sinc:e an R2 repon is 
required. A civil engineer with knowledge and o:~~;perience in soils eonditions can render sutb a 
repon. My knowledge and experience is as foUow,: I have been a registered. prac;tieina eivil 
engineer for over 20 years. During that timo I have: h1speetcd and written soils report& for 
approxinmtdy 90 sites in the Shelter Cove Subdivision. These reports have all been reviewed by 
qualified professionals and found to be sufficiently adcqu&~e. ln addition. during my 
undergraduate program al Humboldt State University J have taken c-luses in Geology, 
Geotechnical Bngineoring. and Soils Science. Mr. Rourke also refers to a currently exceptable 
engineering stability analysis method. In fact, our reports have relied on photographic evidence of 
the area as well as an investigation of subsoils in the area. On this data we have formecl a 
professional opinion; this is a currently acceptable engineering stability analysis method. 

Q) 7'he plaJml11g Commiuion rq/ied vponthc CJVJL Engin1er report that a .Htback of only 
20 feet would meet this rcqttirenzcnt. R.cferl!nce. wa.t nJQf,/e to aerial photographs not available to 
the appellonl 01' the Planning Commission for review and ver{ftc-4tion. The "J'FIIant did bring 
It> th1 pflbllc hea,lng qf thick Planning Commi.~'lion the vitkw tape accompanyint this appeal. 
The viik.cJ lapc wa.\' oot reviewed at the public meeti11g. no' wa.9 il accepted by the Plam1ing 
Commission whe11 o!fttrr.d.for th~ir later and private review. The sklteme~rt of the CII'JJ, 
J~1dllgi11eer was taken a.r unsubsta11tiated fact and rel;ed a.r the ba.fi,, for OJiproval in spite of the 
policy requirement for the geologicollnlld$ligalirm by a GPbl.OGTST. 

We can provide aerial photosrapbs or this area showing the lade of bluff retreat. We have 
not seen any video tape that haa been prepared by Mr. Rourke. Mr. Rourke refers to tho fact that 
the County relied on the opinion or a civil engineer. This ia standard procedure in this situation, 
where an R2 report is required. 

R) 1'he proposed new dew:lopme.nt on ocean fro1111at J 6 i.• In the tll'ea ofdcMomii'QJion. 
"1ht: area between tht:face of the /1/ulfand a line described on the bluff top by the lnter.'leclion 
of a pla11e i11t:lit1td at a 20 degree a1tg/e from horizontal passing through the lex: Qflhu bluff or 
c/Jfj would fall fa~ out.'llde the lot 16 boundary. 

1bc proposed new developme111 oil ocean from lot 16 is in the area of demonstration. 
Tht: lot de.pth from lhe street curb F(not the lot's front hounda,ylinc) is 55/eel to 1M Mac/iff 
escarpment. Th~proposcd building is to/ally within, rwt set hod from, the area of 
demonstration. 

S) Although "1he C01mty may dc.vig11ate a GREA11:1l Ql'etl ofrkmcnrstration ofEXCI.U!JF. 
developmenl entil'e/y in art.tLt of KIIWn high instobllily" l.he Planning Commission in this case 
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lrtu tlppt'Ol'fd thl construction WffHTN tk ,,., qf d810Mirtltlon. tmd/N 1111 fii'H of~ hi6h 
iMitlhl/ity. 

Mr. Rourke rofcra to Ill area of demonstration of atability fi'om tho Ht.llllbolda CoUld)' 
General Plan of April, 1990. Mr. Rourke fails to ftl1ly quote tho ICClion. It statea U. the County 
may desjgaate a bser area of demonatrltion in epeoifit lfOIS ofkDowngeoJogi:: stability (u 
determined by adequate geologiG evaluation and biatoric cvidcace), or where adequate protected 
works already e~st. ADcl Jt Is our opinkm and Mr. Cooblo)"t opiDioD thai this 11'01 is 
&~loaically stable and tho addition of the raidcrlce wW Dl)t contribute to any 1eotogic iostabiky. 

T) M a truined pt1loglst, 1 hod_,. lhlln CIUIIIll iiiiNUI In 1tr11111 tmJ ~t~b·.trvtu of the 
iwamedlat' Qnt:Q. l [JQid u CAlifornia li«tnml gtologill to arvey 110'101111 1991, who wrlfled 
thoJ the m back of my houle from rhe bhdf wa.' a Ill/• dl1lanu, bill Itt al8o sfiD/k to the fact that 
thwe lot~ across the meet WilY ht:atudotls. 

Mr. Rourke ascert3 tt.t be is a trline4 geologist (however, 1heR ia no record ofhim being 
a traiacd geologist in the State of Califbmia, acc::orcliq to Che Board ofRIPtradon for 
GeoJogiltl). He allo mentiona that he paid a lioenled aeolopt to surwy me lot in 1991. who 
aUca:edly made soa c;Jaims reprdq the llopo in the IR'L However, I .have .not beeu provided 
with such a report, and I saw 110 Geologic Soils Report in any ofbil files at tho Q)unty Duildin& 
Department. 

The facts in this c;ase are that this area has been iDspected by myself, a regislmd civil 
enainccr, and the imme4iatcly adjacent Jot which ia aearJy identical to lot 16. bas been Inspected 
by J.W. Coobley. a rcaistcred engiaeerin& gcoloailt. 8otJl of our reporta iDclicate that this site is 
safe and adequate for~ illtended coDStruction. under tbc conditicms set 10nh in •id .reports. If 
anyone were to dilpute ate opinions, thil person wouJd also need to be trliaed ~or 
geoJoaist in my opinion. 
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South Coast Area Plan Certi tied: 12-19-85 

.3.28 

*** 30253. New dave I opment sha I I : 

1. Minimize risks to I ife and property in areas of high geologic, flOOd and fire 

hazard. 

2. Assure stab! I i ty and structure I integrity, and nel ther create nor contribute 

signIficantly to erosion, geologic lnstabll ity, or destruction of the site or 

surrounding areas or in any way require the construction of protective devices 

that would substantially altar natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs. 

A. DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

New development shall be consistent with the adopted Humboldt County Safety and 

Seismic Safety element of the General Plan. Specifically, wh(!n siting new 

development, the Natural Hazards/Land Use Risk Rating Matrix, Chapter 3 of Vot. I 

should be used in conjunction with plates I, II, & IV. Plates I and II are maps 

delineating seismic zones relating to earthquake shaking as wei I as land stab! lity and 

other natural hazard conformation. Plate IV defines the Alquist-Priolo special 

studies zone established by Chapter 7.5 Division Z of the California Resources Code. 
· The County sha I I request that the fire service agencies recommend to the p; ann i ng 

staff new ordinances or amendments to existing ordinances that wi I I promoTe the 

orderly implementation ot recognized tire protection practices in the South CoasT Area 

PI an. These reconmendat Ions sha I I be eva I uated by the Board of Supervisors tor 

inclusion in Phase I II of the Local Coastal Plan for the South coast Area. 

B. HAZARDS 

EXHIBIT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 

A-1-HUM-96-58 
Certified LUP 
Policies 

(Page 1 of 3) 

1. Hazards Review -- The County sha II amend Appendix Chapter 70, Section 7006 of 

the Uniform Bui ldlng Coda to require soi I engineering and geological 

engineering investigations, prepared by a registered geologist or ~y a 

professional civil engineer with expertise in sol I mechanics or foundaTion 

engineering, or by a certified engineering geologist, for classes of 

development and hazard areas as shown in Table 1 (page 3-11 of this document). 

The report should consider, describe and analyze the tol lowing: 

10 

a. Cliff geometry and site topography, extending the surveying work beyond 

the site as needed to depict unusual geomorphic conditions that might 

affect the site; 

b. Historic, current, and foreseeable cl itt erosion, including 

investigatIon ot recorded I and surveys and tax assessment records in 

addition to the use of historic maps and photographs, where available, 

and possible changes in shore configuration and sand transport; 

c. Geologic conditions, including soil, sediment and rock types and 

characteristics In addition to structural features, such as bedding, 

joints, and faults; 

d. Evidence of past or potential lands I ide conditions, the impi !cations of 

such conditions for the proposed development, and the potentia I affects 

of the development on landslide activity; 

(\SCAP\ch3) Chapter 3 Page 9 Apr i I 1990 
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10 

e. Impact of construction activity on the s"tabi I ity c.t the si"te end 

adjacent· area; 

t. Ground and surface we"ter conditions and varia'1tions, including 

hydrologic changes caused by the oevelopment (i.S!.. introduction of 

sewage effluent and irrigation water to the groand water system; 

alterations In surface drainage)·; 

g. Potential erodlbll ity of site and mitigating measures to be used to 

ensure minimized erosion problems during and after cans"truction (i.e. 

landscaping and drainage design); 

h. Effects of marine erosion on seacll ffs; 

i. Potential effects of seismic forces resulting from a ~~axlmum credible 

earthquake; 

j. Any other factors that might affect slope stabi I ity. 

The report shOI.i ld eva I uate the ott-sIte Impacts of deve iopmen"t (e.g. development 

contr i outing to geo I og i ca I i nstab i I i "ty on access roads) end "the illdcl It i ona I i mpac"ts 

that might occur due to the proposed development (e.g. increased 5CHI moisture from a 

septic system). The repor"t should also detai I mitigation measures; for any poTential 

impacts and should outline el"ternative solutions. The repor"T· should express e 

professional opinion es to whether the prqject can be designed so the~ it wil I neither 

be subject to nor contribute to significant geologic ins'tabifi';"ty 'throughouT 'the 

I itespan of the project. The report should use a currently accecp'hble engineering 

stabi I i ty ana I ys is method and should e I so descrIbe 'the degree of uncertainty of 

ana I yt i ca I resu Its due to assumptIons and unknowns. The degree ot- ana I ys Is required 

shou I d be eppropr I ate to the degree of potenT I a I rIsk presented by 'the site and the 

proposed project. 

We Ivers from thIs report requirement mey be granted by the Chief ~i I dIng Inspector 

outside the areas designated In Appendix E. 

The developments permitted in the hazard areas shell be sited and Giesigned to assure 

stability and structural integrity tor their expected economic: lifespans while 

minimizing alteration of natural land forms. Bluff end cliff devetCipllents (including 

related storm run-oft, toot traffic, site preparation, cons~tion activity, 

irrigation, waste water disposal end other activities and facilities accompanying such 

deve I opment) she I I not create or contr i bute sIgn I f I cant I y to prob a.. of eros I on or 

geologic Instability on the site or on surrounding geologically haz~s areas. 

Alteration of cliffs end bluff tops faces, or bases by excavation or ~er means shell 

be minimized. Clift retaining well shell be allowed only to stabilize slopes. 

3.286 2. Shoreline Erosion 

(\SCAP\ch3) 

New development 

setback det I ned 

consistent wIth 

on ocean front lo'ts shell maintain e m.iinimum structural 

es the eree ot demonstration, unless ~ report prepared 

the provisions of AppendIx Chapter 70, Sec:1r'ion 7006 of the 

UnIform Bu II dIng Code, es emended above, demonstrates 'that c1ewe I opment et en 

alternate site will assure the stebill'ty and structural ~ntegrlty of the 

project tor Its expected economic lite. 

Chapter 3 Page 10 Apri I 1990 
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South Coast Area Plan 

TABLE 1 
LANl USEINATUW. HAZNmS INYESTIGATION 

Lands I ide Zone 
BUILDING TYPE/LAND USE HMZ 0 1 2 3 

Nuclear power plants, major dams X X X X 

hazardous chemical storage 

Hospitals, fire and pol Ice X X X X 

stations, civil defense 
headquarters, II fe line 
uti I lty systems {non-redundant 
facil ltles), emergency broadcasT 
stations, ambulance stations 

Schools, theaters, auditoriums X X X X 
hotels, motels, office buildings, 
high and medium density 
residential, redundant utility 
systems, major highway bridges 

Single Family residences, X A X 

normal commercial, lndustr Ia 1, 

warehousing, and storage 

Shelter Cove is Included here on Plate I Seismic Safety Map 

Explanation 

X 

A 

EXHIBIT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
A-1-HUM-96-58 
Certified LUP 
Policies 
(Page 3 of 3) 

Site Investigation required 

Site Investigation required if 
located in Area of Demonstration 

10 

Landslide Zones: 

Liquefaction Zones: 

HMZ: 

:arTi tied: 12-19-85 

Li~uefactlon Zone 
N L M-L M H VH 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

O=Neg 1 i g i b 1 e, 1 =Low 
I nsTao i I i ty, 2=Moderate to 
ModeraTe I y High 
lnsTabi i i;y, 3=1'iign 

lnsTaoi 1 i-:-y 

N•Ni I, ~~Low Potential, 
M-L=MoaeraTe TO Low 
PotenT: a I , ~=Moderate 
PotenTial, H•Hign 
PotenTial, VH•Very High 
PotenTial 

Hazara ~anagemenT Zone 
(Applies to Official 
AlquisT-?rrolo Special 
Stuay !one 

Source: Humboldt County Seismic Safety and Public Satety ·Element pp. 49-50 (AOOPTED) 

(\SCAP\ch3) Chapter 3 Page 11 Apr I I 1990 
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Figure 7 .16. Site analysis: Shelter Cove area. 
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~I!Ul~i' H~lHlj 

1 Precipitous coastal slopes with rapidly 
eroding streams and large-scale land
sliding SIUUI> wuvu· eroded clills and 
ulh;horu 1ocks rim Uu~ dllge ol the coastal 
terrace on which Sheller Cove is situated. 

2 U1gh and sleep clllls with several active 
land~>lldtui. Oil shore rocks are common. 
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